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From the editor
In his influential book – The Rise of the
Creative Class : and how it ’s transforming
work, leisure, community & everyday life Richard Florida compares US cities that
invest in creative industries , ‘creative
classes’, to those that do not. He finds that
metropolitan areas with a high proportion of
creative people, as well as ethically diverse
and gay populations, have stronger and more
dynamic economies and are likely to be cities
that people want to visit .
The Cit y of Sydney has caught onto this
trend and has launched a new vision for
Sydney’s urban centre. Sustainable Sydney
2030 aims to make the city greener, more
accessible and alive with cultural hubs in
it s inner suburbs . Perhaps t aking a cue
from Melbourne , who was onto the value
of hip-inner-city-life some time ago, Sydney
l o o ks set to t r a ns fo r m i t self.
Oxford St, already a cultural strip- with the
College of Fine Ar ts (COFA), the National
Ar t School, cinemas, fashion houses and
galleries on or near it - is marked to become
a major cultural precinct. Part of this will be
a new Art, Design and Media Museum built
on the corner of Oxford St and Greens Rd.
The new museum will broaden the scope of
Sydney - li v ing fo r a r t is t s a nd non-ar tists
alike by hosting film festivals, international
design shows , a nimat i o n scre enings , a s
we ll a s t r adi t i o na l f ine a r t s exhib i t ions .

Australian Art Collector’s 2008
the importance of family on page 8. Major
figure in t he Sydney a r t sc ene , N ick
Wa l ter low OA M , rev isi t s t he t heme s of
t he four Biennales of Sydney that he
curated and examines anew the value of an
Australian-European dialogue on page 12.
The popularity of new magazine, Art World,
which in its first issue sold out in many
Sydney outlets , is discussed on page 34.
The maga zine also profiles Emmy award
winning animator, William Burdis, who is
cur rent l y sha r ing his sk ills a nd indus t r y
insight s by le c t ur ing at COFA; emerging
Melbourne-based performance artist Owen
Le ong , whose late s t wor k on t he b o dy
a nd r acia l s tere ot y p e s scre ene d at t he
Shanghai Zendai Museum; and well-known
Sydney a r t is t , Michael E s son , who is
r unning sp e cia lise d dr awing wor kshops
for p la s t ic surge ons .
Incubate also showcases events on at the
seven major public ar ts venues walkable
distance from Sydney’s CBD, including the
Ar t Galler y of New South Wales, the Ivan
D ougher t y Ga ller y (at COFA), O bje c t
Galler y, the National Ar t S chool Galler y,
the Powerhouse Museum , the Australian
Centre for Photography, and the Museum
of Contemporar y Ar t . Bundled together
under t he t i t le 3 K Radius , t he maga zine
aims to encourage people to make the most
of a good-weather weekend and get out
and see more of the goings on about town.

This first issue of Incubate explores the
growing impac t of the ar t s on Australian I hope you enjoy this first issue of Incubate
society. It also hopes to help harness the and would welcome comments and feedback.
cre at i ve energ y house d in pub lic a r t s
venue s sur rounding Sydney ’s CBD.
Email incubate @cofa.unsw.edu.au
Del Kathr yn Bar ton, this year ’s winner of
the Archibald Prize, t alks about the jump
in t he p erc ei ve d va lue of her wor k and

Jo Bosbe n

Throughout this issue of Incubate, you
will notice small circular icons containing
the words Grad Pick. These icons
tell you that the associated image features
the work a recent Art, Design or Media graduate from
the College of Fine Arts.
Credits can be found on page 58.

50 of Australia’s
Most Collectable
Artists
These 50 artists are chosen from a list of 149
individuals nominated by a panel of 35 art
experts, including prominent public gallery
directors, collectors, gallerists, dealers,
professors and writers. The selection criteria
is flexible as the panel explores the meaning
of ‘collectability’, from desirability to a good
bargain. This year, artists include the
following alumni and staff from the College
of Fine Arts (COFA):

Brook Andrew
Del Kathryn Barton
Gary Carsley
Andrew Christofides
Sean Cordeiro & Claire Healy
Hayden Fowler
Shaun Gladwell
Rochelle Haley
The Kingpins
Rosemary Laing
Chelsea Lehmann
John Nicholson
Susan Norrie
Chris O’Doherty (Reg Mombassa)
Lynne Roberts-Goodwin
Julie Rrap
Peter Sharp
Savanhdary Vongpoothorn
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Del Kathryn Barton
seems unstoppable. She
won the Archibald
Prize this year and was
labelled the number one
most collectable
Australian artist

by Australian Art Collector
in 2007 (she is on this list
again in 2008). Barton’s
auction prices are now
skyrocketing and her press
coverage is extensive.

Del Kathr yn Bar ton has a reputation as an ar tist ’s ar tist , gained
not because of these accolades , but through combining an
astounding work ethic with deft technique. Since her graduation
from the College of Fine Ar ts (COFA) in 1994, she has worked
fulltime as a studio-based ar tist , which she says is her most
significant and meaningful achievement to date .
Del Kathr yn Bar ton’s most recent exhibition, the whole of
ever y thing , was , she says , “my most disparate yet ”. Regardless
of her personal perspec tive , the exhibition retains Bar ton’s
t ypical combination of intricate technique and imagination. Her
diverse content is suppor ted by a variet y of mediums . Bar ton
says that she uses drawing most of ten when the work is “just
ut terly raw and ut terly kind of self-referential”. The raw energy
conveyed in her drawings, could be linked to the amount of time
they take to create, “usually about 10-20 minutes” according to
Barton. In contrast, Barton says her larger painted works are “just
phenomenally labour intensive”. She can work on a single picture
for more than a year. For these works, Barton does no preliminary
drawings and she says she throws many canvases away.
Barton’s determination and self-reflection were founded from an
early age . Her childhood was filled with lots of interesting
reading and physical freedom that came from living on a “magical”
large bush block in countr y NSW. As a young person, she says
she found “a great kind of contentedness in being alone” and
she possessed the abilit y to spend “ ver y, ver y long hours in the
studio.” Encouraged by her Steiner High School ar t teachers ,
Bar ton says she made “ the ver y big decision to go on to ar t
school”. At 21, Bar ton graduated from COFA with the ver y clear
goal she says , “ to find representation from a good commercial
galler y before I turned 30.”
Bar ton’s single-mindedness in her ar ts prac tice is also clearly
demonstrated in the management of her career. Initially, Bar ton
gained exposure through self-funded exhibitions in ar tist run
spaces , including a COFA Kudos Galler y show in 2001 that Ray
Hughes at tended. Although she was shy around the well-known
Sydney figure, who she later signed with, she says, “He came in
and bought what I thought was the best drawing in the show, so
it wasn’t intimidating in as far as I knew he wanted to get behind
my work ”. Af ter a series of successful shows with Ray Hughes
Galler y, Bar ton branched out interstate. National representation
has been an impor tant par t of Bar ton’s abilit y to maintain a
successful professional career. She believes that “even if you are
lucky enough to have a sell-out show, it’s not a lot of money to live
on.” In 2005, she signed with Karen Woodbury in Melbourne and in
2006 with Sydney gallerist Vasili Kaliman. Her early exhibitions at
Karen Woodbur y Galler y were critically successful and her first
exhibition with Kaliman Galler y, please. don’t . stop. , sold out .
In addition to supporting her long-term artistic goals and helping
her to concentrate on the development of her work, both Woodbury
and Kaliman Galleries have been instrumental in securing serious
collectors and in establishing Bar ton’s position in the Australian
ar t market .
Interestingly, Bar ton is happy to have no direc t interaction with
private collec tors . It ’s a relationship she finds “embarrassing”.
Instead , she feels “people should just enjoy the work ,” fur ther
ex p l a i n i n g t h a t “ i t ’s n ot a b o u t t h e au t h o r.” B a r t o n i s e q u a l l y
uncomfor table with the secondar y ar t market , which she calls “a
wild beast that sor t of has to take care of itself.”

opposite page D e l K a t h r y n B a r t o n , o r m a ke
myse l f a sp ac e t o inha b i t t o o , 2007, S y n t h e t i c
polymer paint , gouache, water colour & ink on
p o l y e s t e r c a n v a s , 180 x 160 c m
le f t D e l K a t h r y n B a r t o n , u n t i t l e d g i r l , 2005,
Synthetic polymer paint , gouache, watercolour &
i n k o n p o l y e s t e r c a n v a s , 120 x 86 c m

Recently, her work, Bearing Gifts (2003), sold for $138,000 breaking
her previous auction record of $49,200. Barton says that “It was
such an incredible jump in the perception of the value of the work,” but
therefore a stressful time for her and her gallerists.
On the home front, Barton is raising two young daughters. Contrary
to expec t ation that childrearing might inter fere with her ar t s
practice , Bar ton says , “ My practice informs my mothering as
much as my mothering informs the practice.” With her painting,
You are what is most beautiful about me , a self portrait with Kell
and Arella (winner of the 2008 Archibald Prize for por traiture) ,
Bar ton’s family is clearly the core of her inspiration.
With a profile set only to rise, Barton has mixed feelings. While it’s
been exciting, she says, “to be honest, I’m also absolutely terrified”.
E dith Moss
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top right Del Kathr yn Bar ton, u n t i t l e d d r aw i n g ,
2005, Synthetic polymer paint, gouache, watercolour,
ink, embroider y thread & silk on paper, 189 x 122 cm
bot tom right D e l K a t h r y n B a r t o n , my
inhabitable body #2, 2002/2005, Synthetic polymer
paint , gouache, watercolour, ink , embroider y thread
& s i l k o n p a p e r, 81 x 65 c m
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Refashioning
the Fashion

Biennale of
Sydney 2008
Revolutions-Forms that Turn

these Australian innovators.

Parbs, Mel Young, Gabby O’Conner
and Chelsea Gough.

1 Adam Cullen , I Wish I Wa s B enny Hill
( Tr o u b l e a n d S q u a l o r) , 2004, a c r y l i c o n
c a n v a s , 183.5 x 152.5 c m . I a n a n d
Elizabeth Constable Collection. Image
c o u r t e s y o f Yu i l l / C r o w l e y, S y d n e y.
2 Roland Wakelin, Untitled (Landscape),
1918, o i l o n c a r d b o a r d , 12.5 x 18.4 c m ,
Collection Orange Regional Gallery, NSW.
3 Goggomobil Dar t , 1959. Powe r h o u se
Museum. Photo by Sotha Bourn,
Powerhouse Museum.
4 T i m S i l v e r, U n t i t l e d ( A d r i f t ) ( d e t a i l ) ,
2004, digital prints on watercolour paper,
watercolour pigment (boat) , print size :
47 x 65 c m . I m a g e c o u r t e s y o f M u s e u m
of Contemporar y Ar t , purchased with
the assistance of Dr Edward and Mrs
C y n t h i a J a c k s o n , 2004, © t h e a r t i s t .
5 Marian Drew, Ta smanian Rosella with
A p p l e , 2005, a r c h i v a l p i g m e n t s o n
c o t t o n p a p e r, 72 x 90 c m .
6 Tiffany Parbs, Bake, 2008, skin. Photo
b y Te r e n c e B o g u e

A r t Ga l l e r y of NSW
A r t G all e r y Rd , Th e D omai n ,
S yd n e y.
ph 9 2 25 170 0
Daily 10am - 5 pm
W e d n e sday u n t il 9 pm

www.artgallery.nsw.gov.au

I va n D o u g h e r t y Ga l l e r y
S e lwy n S t r e e t, Paddi n gto n .
ph 9 3 8 5 0 72 6
M o n -S at 10 am - 5 pm

www.cofa.unsw.edu.au/idg

Po w e r h o u s e M u s e u m
5 0 0 H a r r is S t, U lt imo .
ph 9 217 0111
Daily 10 am - 5 pm

www.powerhousemuseum.com
The complete Sydney Design 08
will be available from June at:

Nat i o n a l A r t Sc h oo l Ga l l e r y
F o r b e s S t r e e t, Da r li n ghu r s t.
ph 9 3 3 9 8 6 8 6
M o n –S at 10 am – 4 pm

www.nas.edu.au/Nas_gallery.htm
F r e e a r t is t ’ s talk by Pat r ick
H a r t iga n , M ay 2 8 at 1pm

Au s t r a l i a n C e n t r e fo r
Photogr aphy
257 Ox fo r d S t, Paddi n gto n .
ph 9 3 3 2 14 5 5
Tu e s - F r i n oo n - 7pm
S at-S u n 10am - 6 pm

www.acp.org.au

www.sydneydesign.com.au

O b j e c t Ga l l e r y
417 B ou r k e S t r e e t, S u r r y
H ills .
ph 9 3 61 4 511
Tu e s -S u n , 11am – 6 pm

M us e u m of C o nte m p o r ary Ar t
14 0 G eo r g e S t r e e t, Th e Rocks .
ph 9 24 5 24 0 0
Daily 10 am - 5 pm

www.mca.com.au

www.object .com.au
T h e B i e n n a l e is also o n at
t h e AG N S W, C ockatoo I sla n d ,
P i e r 2 / 3 a n d s e v e r al ot h e r
v e n u e s . F o r compl e t e d e tails
see:

www.bos2008.com
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7 León Ferrari, La civilización occidental
y cristiana / Western Christian Civilisation,
1965, p l a s t i c , o i l a n d p l a s t e r, 200 x
120 x 60c m . P h o t o , R a m i r o L a r r a i n .
Cour tesy collection Alicia and León
Ferrari, Buenos Aires.

In the Biennale of Sydney’s 35-year history,

Nick
Waterlow
stands
out.
Not only is he the only artistic
director to be invited back (not once,
but three times- curating the biennale
in 1979, 1986 and 1988, as well as
chairing the international selection
committee for 2000), but if you ask
any art historian, or local artist of a
certain age, to name an event which
had a significant impact on shaping
the Australian contemporary art scene,
his name almost always comes up.
Invariably they will nominate either Christo wrapping the coastline
of Lit tle Bay in 1969, or Waterlow ’s 1979 Biennale of Sydney,
European Dialogue . Nearly 30 years later, people still come up
to Waterlow at openings and admit that his first Biennale was
what inspired them to enter the art world. Even among international
curators , Waterlow ’s European Dialogue is remembered as a
landmark moment . Carolyn Christov-Bakargiev, Chief Curator
of Castello di Rivoli Museum of Contemporar y Ar t in Turin and
director of this year’s Biennale, Revolutions-Forms That Turn ,
comments that “ The Biennale of Sydney has a great history of
breaking down certain barriers.” She sites as a prime example
Waterlow ’s visionar y 1979 Biennale which included indigenous
ar t for the first time .
Waterlow, Director of the Ivan Dougherty Gallery at the College of
Fine Arts (COFA) since 1991, was born in England and educated in
Europe. He spent a year in Sydney during the mid-sixties working
as an ar t critic and teaching at East Sydney Technical College.
In 1977, he migrated to Australia and resumed writing and
teaching at COFA (then Alexander Mackie College of Advanced
Education) . So when Waterlow was appointed direc tor of the
third Biennale of Sydney in 1978, he was still a relative newcomer
with a fresh, outsider ’s perspec tive .
In hindsight, Waterlow admits this may have been an advantage
saying, “It just didn’t occur to me not to include indigenous ar t .”
As a recent arrival to Australia , Waterlow still had his finger on
the ar tistic pulse elsewhere . He points out that “because I ’d
lived in Europe and was aware of the cut ting edge there, I could
ac tually create an exhibition that I felt confident would knock
the socks of people , and it did ! ”

Nick Waterlow. P h o t o O l i v i a M a r t i n - M c G u i r e

In fact, it blew the Sydney art scene wide open. Both revered and
reviled, Waterlow’s European Dialogue challenged the standard
narrow definition of what ar t could be . Waterlow brought both
Aboriginal ar t and confrontational European prac tice to the
12 / winter 08

that ilk .” And from the Bicentenar y Biennale , Southern Cross :
a View of World Ar t c1940-1988 , Waterlow sites the Aboriginal
Memorial, now housed in the National Gallery of Australia. These
200 hollow log bone coffins, one for each year of colonial occupation,
were specially commissioned from the Ramingining Ar tists
Communit y and according to Waterlow they “acted as a sor t of
mnemonic of the moment and expressed the situation in relation
to indigenous people in the histor y of this countr y in a way that
ver y few other mediums could do with such ef fect .”

left Biennale of Sydney 2000, T h e B i e n n a l e o f S y d n e y Lt d , S y d n e y, 2000.
right Sydney Biennale : White Elephant or Red Herring : Comments From the Ar t
Communit y, S t u d e n t R e p r e s e n t a t i v e C o u n c i l o f t h e A l ex a n d e r M a c k i e C A E ,
S y d n e y, 1979.

As the Biennale of Sydney gets ready to reveal its 16th incarnation,
the first in a long time in which Waterlow has not had any official
role , he looks to the future , noting that Australia now has an
extremely fluid, tech-savvy, highly mobile, multicultural population
with many ar tist working beyond the borders of nationalism. At
the same time, he says it is also home to an ancient living culture,
“deeply embedded in its own land, in its own dreaming.” For
Waterlow, this is an exciting combination, “ this countr y is a ver y
good place to be as a curator.”

attention of an Australian audience who had very few opportunities
to see either. It stirred up controversy, forced people to re-think
the status quo and stimulated change.
It was an ex traordinar y moment , unlikely to be matched by any
subsequent Biennale of Sydney, as it was born, at least in par t ,
out of Australia’s cultural isolation from the rest of the world.
Waterlow acknowledges , “ I feel for tunate that I was able to do
biennales at that time , when there were still information gaps .
I think it ’s much more dif ficult now.”
These days our exposure to contemporar y ar t has increased
exponentially. Through mass media distribution, the internet and
relatively affordable air travel to some 104 international biennales
world wide , we can literally see contemporar y ar t anywhere,
anytime. Christov-Bakargiev uses the term ‘Biennale Syndrome’ to
describe a situation in which art is voraciously consumed just like
any other commodity and there is a biennale in nearly ever y cit y.
Waterlow too has noted the proliferation of biennales. But he feels
confident that , “if a biennale ser ves no purpose it will die.” For
Waterlow, the Biennale of Sydney remains a unique and vital
cultural conduit in a countr y that is still strangely, almost wilfully,
isolated, even in the 21st Centur y. He says , “Australia , in many
respects, is out of the loop… A reputation can be created here,
where as if that person was closer to the original source of his
or her ideas, they wouldn’t get very far at all… On the other hand,
there are some terrific innovations. But it’s uneven. It’s very, very
uneven.” With this in mind, Waterlow says that Sydney’s Biennales
are crucial in this country “because they are markers. They actually
are moments when, through the experience of confronting work
from around the world, you can take a hard look at a theory and
actually check it out, which doesn’t happen nearly often enough.”
But, of course, the Biennale of Sydney is not just about bringing
international artwork to the attention of the locals, Australia also
has something to offer the world. According to Waterlow, a good
biennale is like a conversation; information, ideas and inspiration
should flow both ways and he firmly believes that “ the most
successful Biennales in Sydney forefront work that says something
about this place.”
As examples, he draws attention to Rosalie Gascoigne’s Feathered
Fence , from European Dialogue , a piece which Waterlow says
spoke poetically of Australia to European visitors “in a way that
they’d never seen before; it brought them in touch with something
about this continent that could only have come from work of
winter 08 / 13

top left European Dialogue: The Third
Biennale of Sydney at the Ar t Galler y of
New South Wales, The Biennale of Sydney
Lt d , Syd n ey, 19 79 .
top right European Dialogue : A
Commentar y, P l a y b i l l ( A u s t r a l i a ) P t y
Lt d , P y m b l e , 19 79 .
bottom right Origins, Originalit y +
Beyond : The Six th Biennale of Sydney,
T h e B i e n n a l e o f S y d n e y Lt d , S y d n e y,
19 8 6 .

Nick Waterlow is positive about the Australian art scene, but not
blinded to its limitations, “I don’t think culture as a whole is regarded
as seriously here as it is in so many parts of the world. That’s a
disappointment.” Asked if there is a cure for our general cultural
indifference he replies, “What’s the remedy? I think it’s not so much
financial support, rather it’s a philosophical understanding of the
importance in the growth of the community, and its daily existence,
of creativity. If you go back to Beuys, and I know he’s often ridiculed
for saying, ‘Everyone’s an artist’, but what I think he was really
saying is ever yone is creative. And if that energy is not used
creatively, it ’s used destructively, and I think that ’s so crucial.
This to me is the underlying purpose of what I do ; it ’s utilising
creativit y to bring for th an awareness of possibilities that are
other wise dormant .”
Tracey Clement

Design
Now!
Object Gallery

National
Graduate Exhibition

Representing the best and freshest upcoming designers in
Australia , Object Galler y ’s Design Now! National Graduate
Exhibition presents the work of 18 finalists, selected from over
120 nominees, from 21 universities across the country. This year’s
impressive line-up includes three Design graduates from the
College of Fine Arts (COFA): Sian Power, Feifei Feng and Hiro
(Chao-Jung) Lai.

Design Now ! Has been launching the careers of Australian
designers since 2001, and Objec t Galler y prides itself on
showcasing the ver y latest in design talent while also providing
a preview of “Australia’s nex t generation of iconic designers .”
In the past seven years, almost 100 graduates have been exhibited
through Design Now !
A finalist in the categor y of ‘Design for the Home’, Sian Power’s
work explore s the idea of wa llpaper a s a mea ns of visua l
communication. Majoring in graphics and textiles design at COFA,
Power ’s series of three wallpaper designs explore the darker
side of nature. Each digital print examines a par ticular stor y :
the apple , the tree and the poppy. Power ef fec tively takes the
wallpaper beyond simple aesthetics, revealing a deeper narrative,
something she terms “beauty with substance.” Currently undertaking
an internship with a textiles studio and hoping to pursue a career
in this field, Power views Design Now ! as a “great stepping stone
between university and industry.” It’s really, she says, “ the ending
of one chapter and the beginning of another.”
A graduate from COFA in environments and graphic design, Feifei
Feng’s work has been selec ted for exhibition in the ‘ Design for
the Built Environment ’ categor y. Her projec t , Go Ar t District
(Beijng, China) , is conceptually inspired by the interactive patterns
created in Chinese chess, something Feng terms “ordered chaos”.
Feng’s work at tempts to provide a new approach to architecture
by incorporating traditional cultural symbols . She says that
inclusion in Design Now ! gives her the confidence to proceed
with her passion. Now in her third year of an Architectural Studies
Degree at UNSW, the designer hopes one day to return home to China
to apply her creative concepts in an actual design environment .

With an interest in designing furniture and home appliances, Hiro
Lai views Design Now ! as a “great oppor tunity.” Having majored
in object and applied design, as well as environments and graphic
design at COFA , Lai’s work is inspired by the idea of people sitting
on milk crate s . Utilising s tea m bending a nd wood lamination
technologies , Lai says he aims to create things that “ function
both as containers and as chairs or other useful objects.” Two
of Lai’s works were selected for exhibition in the ‘Design for
Industry’ category. Basket Stool , as the title suggests, is a multi
functional device for storage and sitting. Lai’s second design,

Flat-Pack Props , is inspired by the spontaneit y of performance,
incorporating a simple wooden frame that interlocks to create
furniture that can easily be flat-packed.

opposite page Hiro Lai, Ba sket Stool , 2007.
top Feifei Feng, Go Ar t District (Beijing, China) , 2007.

Naom i G a l l

middle left Sian Power, Hidden Nature : Tree , 2007.

D e s i g n No w ! is o n at O bj ec t G all e r y u n t il 15 J u n e 20 08 .

bottom Sian Power, Hidden Nature : Poppy, 2007.

middle right Sian Power, Hidden Nature : Apple , 2007.
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opposite page James Darling and Lesley
Forwood, Troubled Water: Didicoolum Drain
E x tension, 2008, Installation made with 10.5
tonnes of mallee roots. Photo courtesy of the
artists and Greenaway Art Gallery, Adelaide
top Janet Laurence, Carbon Heart, 2008,
Photo by Saul Steed.
bottom J a n e t L a u r e n c e , Carbon Heart
(detail) , 2008, Photo by Saul Steed.

Handle
with
Care

Felicity Fenner

and the 2008 Adelaide Biennial
Barr y Humphries famously joked that Adelaide was ver y clever
in that it got all it s culture over within t wo weeks dur ing the
ar ts festival.
Seeing the humour of this statement , Felicit y Fenner, curator at
the Ivan Dougher t y Galler y (based at the College of Fine Ar ts ,
COFA) and this year’s Adelaide Biennial curator, laughs, but adds,
“I don’t know if that ’s true. Adelaide is actually the only national
biennale of visual ar ts in Australia .”
In its opening week , crowds of people flocked to see the 10th
Adelaide Biennial, Handle with Care, at the Ar t Galler y of South
Aus tralia . They lined up for the for ums a nd symposiums , a nd
e n g a g e d i n a ni m at e d d i s c u s si o ns t h a t we nt way b eyo n d t h e
museum walls. To have 300 people jostling for space at some of
the ar tists’ talks (more than six times the expec ted number of
at tendees) was this curator ’s dream. “ The buz z felt like an
international biennale ,” Fenner says .

That’s good news for the 24 artists living and working in Australia,
who were selec ted to provide a new perspec tive on the turn of
phrase Handle with Care. Fenner chose only ar tists who hadn’t
previously exhibited in the Adelaide Biennial. “There was a bit of
a groan,” Fenner admits, “when people heard that I was working
from a clean slate because it meant that straight away 200 artists
knew they were not going to be considered because they had
been in the Biennial before .”
Fenner made her selec tion over a t wo year per iod travelling
around Australia, intentionally choosing both well known and not
so widely recognised ar tists . She says she tried “not to think
about what being in the Biennial might do to an ar tist ’s career
because it can cloud the way you look at their work . You don’ t
want to think ‘Ooh, that artist needs this leg-up’ or ‘Hmmm, they’ve
been in other biennales so this exhibition doesn’t need that artist’.”
And collec tors always come , in spite of the fac t that ar t works
in most biennales , including the 2008 Adelaide Biennial, are
not for sale .
A unique qualit y of the creations made for Adelaide is their
site-specific and ephemeral elements addressing life’s fragilit y.
While Fenner placed no didactic labels on the wall, she did decide
to divide the exhibition roughly into three subsec tions : 1) the
environment (responding to climate change and threatened
ecosystems), 2) the experience of dislocation through immigration,
and 3) the “dark side” of anxiet y or trauma arising from conflict
and isolation.
“My aim in the show,” says Fenner, “is really to have a forum that
presents Australian ar t on a more international level. I didn’ t
want the show to be parochial or inward looking, so while some
of these issues are still about the environment and per tain to
local issues , these are also universal concerns .”
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The work of Janet Laurence clearly encapsulates pressing national
issues that are relevant throughout the world. Laurence expresses
the hope that works such as the one made specially for the Biennial,
called Carbon Hear t , make it possible for ar t to have a remedial
role “in creating an awareness of transformation and regeneration”.
Laurence spent two weeks installing her inverted Lemon Scented
Gum from South Australia , now suspended from the ceiling of
the galler y, adorned by test tubes filled with fluid. Its beautiful
fleshy branches are in desperate need of intensive care and this
eloquently summarises the vulnerable state of the Australian
natural environment .
Another work focusing on the concept of environmental fragility is
Sweet Barrier Reef, by Ken Yonetani. This Zen garden, made from
sugar, has been raked into a sea bed and appears to be beautiful
and medit ative until a more considered look reveals that it is a
sculpture of coral bleaching. In addition, Kylie Stillman’s sculptural
work , Red Maple, examines transitions in the natural world. This
piece , which features an undulating recession shaped into the
outline of a tree, is as much about losses in nature as it is about
human recollection of past deeds.
One of the most over tly political works in the show is the poetic
sculpture made from mallee roots by James Darling and Lesley
For wood to symbolize an excavated groundwater drain. Troubled
Water merges a commitment to ar t, farming, and the endangered
environment. “The little mallee roots look like a dry stone wall or
a jigsaw,” says Fenner. “The lines are sharp but they don’t use glue
at all. While it’s a beautiful sculptural work, it’s also important to the
show because it deals with the fragilit y of a local environment
threatened by a controversial water management scheme.”
The power fully seductive work of Bronw yn Oliver, one of COFA’s
most esteemed graduates , was always on Fenner ’s list . “ I was
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drawing up my proposal when she died,” says Fenner. “ I wasn’ t
ambivalent about selecting her at all. I ’m glad that she was
included. It was her last chance : the work for the Biennial had
to have been made in the last t wo years .”
The Dean of COFA, Ian Howard, writes in the exhibition
catalogue about “The rift between Bronwyn Oliver’s now
abundantly furnished and beautiful created natural world and
the foibles and failings of the ever yday, lying beyond the studio
door, eventually became irreconcilable.”
COFA associate professor and Chairman of the iCinema Research
Centre at UNSW, Dennis Del Favero, offers just as little comfort.
His video explore s the increa sing vulnerabilit y of high-profile
individuals , such as the late David Kelly, former United Nations
weapons inspector in Iraq, and Roberto Calvi, the murdered Italian
banker, both of whom worked ominously close to sources of power.
The fraught experiences of life lived between cultures are shared
in other ways by ar tists such as Guan Wei, Dadang Christanto
and Hossein Valamanesh. Aboriginal art by Dorothy Napangardi,
Lorraine Connelly-Nor they and others , reveal another specific
reper toire of anxieties around possession and dispossession,
cultural strength and displacement .
Fenner admits, “I really think that the only way to engage current
audiences is to make work about current issues.” As a curator,
she has deliberately sought contemporar y ar t that has political
imperative or some significance beyond the ar t work itself. Her
aim is to provide viewers and artists the opportunity to influence
and respond to current issues . As a result , Handle with Care,
goes beyond the museum into our ever yday lives .
Anabel Dean
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Austral ian - At the Casula Powerhouse

.

After a 22 month closure
and a $13 million
makeover funded
by the Sate Government
and Liverpool City Council,
the Casula
Powerhouse is
ready to resume its
role as South West Sydney’s
cultural hub.
The revitalised centre now spor ts seven exhibition spaces for
contemporar y ar t and a 328 seat theatre which, in the next few
months, will host a dynamic mix of live acts as varied as the musical
satire Keating ! , young play-write Suzie Miller’s multicultural drama
All the Blood and All the Water, streetwise dance performances,
Japanese fusion drumming and puppetr y, alongside the WOW
(World of Women) short film festival. This is a place where anyone
will be able to roam freely across the screen, stage and galler y
walls ; a strategy which reflects the Centre’s overarching ethos .
Executive Director and College of Fine Arts (COFA) graduate, Kon
Gouriotis OAM, and his dedicated team, are deeply committed to
engaging with the widest possible audience in an incredibly eclectic
community. As he says, “Casula is really about cultural diversit y
and tr ying to define that .”
With this in mind, it comes as no surprise that the inaugural
exhibition in the new Casula Powerhouse tackles this slipper y
issue head on. Australian was curated by Artistic Director Nicolas
Tsoutas and the exhibition aims to, “sustain a discourse which
acknowledges that identity in a cosmopolitan country like Australia
never was, and never will be, singular.” Tsoutas is keen to highlight
the complexity involved in being Australian, in opposition to what
he calls a Howard-esque notion of homogeneit y focused on the
mythical “little Aussie battler”. In Australian, Tsoutas presents works
by Maria Fernanda Cardoso, Sean Cordeiro and Claire Healy, Shaun

opposite page N i ke S a v v a s , Atomic :
In Full Sunlight (installation), 2008, photo
by I a n H o b b s . C o ur t e s y of C a sul a
Powerhouse
left Nike Sav vas, Atomic : In Full
Sunlight (detail), 2008, photo by Ian Hobbs.
Cour tesy of Casula Powerhouse.
right N i ke S a v v a s p i c t u r e d w i t h h e r
Atomic: In Full Sunlight (detail), 2008, photo
by Ian Hobbs. C o u r t e s y o f C a s u l a
Powerhouse.

Born in Spain, Dani Mar ti’s identit y is in a constant state of flux.
“I am Australian, I am Spanish, and now I am living in Scotland,”
he says . Living bet ween three countries , Mar ti finds that his
“sense of a nationalit y has become redundant ”. As an ar tist , his
life-on-the-move and fluid identit y are advantages. “It gives you
a sense of detachment ,” he says . “ It can help you to become a
bet ter obser ver, and more accepting, embracing any realit y, with
less judgement .”
Mar ti and Vongpoothorn were both born overseas, as were more

In Australian, Marti uses this critical detachment in his installation

than half of the ar tists in Australian. Even though she was born

Bolted /Beige , a video surrounded by three large woven panels

in Australia , Sav vas , like many of the others , has gone on to

of beige and brown nylon rope. Marti sees this work in its entirety

experience the culture clash of living elsewhere. And, in common

as a por trait of David, a gay Glaswegian who he filmed for a year

with nearly half of the exhibition’s participants, all three graduated

living a quiet life in a completely beige flat. According to Tsoutas,

from COFA. But most impor tantly, they, like all of the ar tists in

Mar ti uses beige as a symbol. He’s “critiquing that uniformit y ;

Australian, par ticipate in the constant process of negotiation,
which for Tsoutas , is inherent in defining a complicated and
plural Aussie identit y.

when everyone succumbs to a particular colour or understanding
it doesn’ t allow for dif ference.”
Allowing for difference, provoking dialogue and instigating positive

Savanhdary Vongpoothorn was born in Laos and came to Australia

cultural change are what the exhibition Australian and the Casula

as a small child . Raised and educ ated here , her paintings

Powerhouse A r t s Centre are a ll about .

nonetheless remain firmly rooted in her cultural heritage. According

include s the phra se “ Change your Mind ”, which is an open

to Tsoutas, Vongpoothorn is “defining her Laoation-ness though

invitation to change your mind about where you live and how you

her spiritualit y”. In a countr y still dominated by Judeo-Christian

define yourself.

Even their new logo

values, “the connection to the Buddhist faith is itself a distinction,
it marks her as dif ferent . She deals with questions of healing,

Tracey Clement

spiritualism and faith… it puts a dif ferent sensibilit y on the
function of painting.”
Nike Savvas, whose family background is Cypriot, now spends
Gladwell, David Griggs, Gordon Hookey, Dani Marti, Raquel Ormella,
Nike Sav vas and Stephen Lit tle, Sardar Sinjawi, Suzann Victor,
Savanhdar y Vongpoothorn and Guan Wei, ar tists who he says ,
“categorically state their difference through their presence.”

most of her time in London, where everyone can tell she’s Australian.

In many ways , Dani Mar ti, Nike Sav vas and Savanhdar y
Vongpoothorn are characteristic of Tsoutas’s cross section of the

consists of thousands of brightly coloured balls suspended in

Aussie population. Scanning their names, it ’s clear that they can
tap into a rich range of cultural heritages ; their dif ferences are
immediately obvious . Yet they also share many similarities ;
experiences of migration, mobility and fluidity, which are reflected
in their mediations on what it means to be Australian.

into three dimensions. She was inspired by fields of yellow flowers,
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“However, in Australia ,” she says, “I’m still asked where I’m from
despite the fact that I was born and spent most of my life there.”
Sav vas’s stunning sculptural installation, Atomic : In Full Sunlight
space. It resembles an abstract landscape painting, exploded
which, while native to one country, are considered insidious weeds
in another; an apt metaphor for the experience of migration. As
Tsoutas says , it ’s a visual way of “dealing with the question of
occupation and colonisation.”
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Au s t r a l i a n r u n s u n t il 7 S e p t e mb e r 2 0 0 8 .
V isi t www.casulapowerhouse.com
for comple te Casula P owerhous e Arts Centre progr amme de tails .

Take a stroll through the streets of Sydney’s Marrickville, Leichhardt
or Bondi, and it’s easy to see how migrant communities have shaped
the urban landscape , adding colour, energy and diversit y to the
spaces they inhabit. Yet, this intersection between architecture, art
and culture is lit tle understood, despite the window it offers into
the evolution of our cities .

that people c an pack and t ake with them , which when shaped

To redress this imbalance , the Ivan Dougher t y Galler y (IDG) at
the College of Fine Arts (COFA) is hosting a new exhibition called
Concrete Culture, which aims to push the boundaries of exhibiting
Asian art by exploring art as a cultural process, rather than art as a
finished object – a radical alternative to more conventional art curation.

show how ar t can contribute to a bet ter understanding of social

Concrete Culture is the first of three exhibitions to result from a
three year research project currently being funded by the Australian
Research Council (ARC), called Construction, Connection, Community:
Measuring Asian Arts Contribution to Contemporary Culture in
Australia . The project unites academics, ar tists, architects and
curators from UNSW, including the Centre for Contemporary Arts
and Politics (CCAP) and the IDG (both based on the COFA campus),
as well as the Zendai Museum of Art in Shanghai and the Casula
Powerhouse in New South Wales, which will host subsequent forums,
exhibitions and workshops in 2009 and 2010.

a s a house , reference the loss of a real home.
The exhibition is t ypical of the dynamic work being produced by
CCAP, which formed in 2003 to demonstrate how the visual ar ts
contribute to political debates and issues. “CCAP explores art as a
catalyst for change and analysis . All of the Centre’s projects
and cultural relations . It ’s about bringing people together to
collaborate on high profile projects that test cer tain cultural
and social issues ,” says Bennet t .
Current approaches to exhibiting Asian ar t , Bennet t believes,
do not reflect the reality of living in migrant communities. “Large
ar t galleries and government-funded institutions aren’ t always
quick to develop more progressive approaches to ar t curation,
and are encumbered by traditional at titudes that reflect elitist
cultures and a European inheritance. Nobody wants that to be
the case anymore, so we need to ask - Do we need to change the
way we think about ar t by taking a more collaborative, proactive
approach? ” To stimulate debate in an unconventional fashion

Concrete Culture invites viewers to travel by bus from the IDG’s

Jill B ennet t , direc tor of CCAP and A ssociate Profe ssor of
Research at COFA explains, “We often see migrants living in spaces

inner Sydney location to Bach Dang restaurant in Western Sydney’s

that were not designed for them, yet we expect people to adapt
to these spaces regardless of their needs. Concrete Culture will
explore how public spaces can be rejuvenated and made to work
for the people who use them.” She fur ther adds, “The exhibition
is designed to ask questions about contemporar y Australia – how
can we reflect the dynamics of cultural interchange between migrant
and non-migrant communities? Do we need to reframe the way
we go about exhibiting culture to reflect the diversit y of
contemporar y Australia? ”

peer out the bus windows . It ’s an excursion, co-hosted by the

Canley Vale, while listening to a series of guest speakers as they
2008 Sydney Biennale, designed to showcase the diversity of
Sydney ’s urban landscape.

The aims of Concrete Culture are twofold : firstly, to highlight the
dynamic roles of architecture and ar t in shaping cultural debate,
and secondly, to encourage a more collaborative, cross-disciplinary
approach to exhibiting artwork that dodges cultural stereotypes in
favour of a more honest , fluid and proactive approach to linking
audiences with ar tists .
According to Felicity Fenner, senior curator at the IDG, “The idea
is to gather Australian and Asian ar tists who create work that
analyses notions of space in the private and public sphere. To
begin, we will show existing work by these ar tists t ypical of their
practice, then down the track they will work collaboratively towards
the nex t instalment of the show.”

Con
crete
Cult
ure

The ARC research grant for Concrete Culture was initiated by
Binghui Huangfu, one of Australia’s foremost curators of Asian
ar t who is now a curator at Zendai MoMA in China . For this
exhibition, she is working with academics including Professor Xing
Ruan, from architecture at UNSW, David McNeill, senior lecturer
in ar t histor y and theor y at COFA and deput y director of CCAP,
as well as Bennet t and Fenner, who will feed their exper tise into
the project throughout the nex t three years .

and the impact of
Asian Art in Australia

Concrete Culture will showcase works by ar tists such as Alfredo
and Isabel Aquilizan, an ar tist couple from the Philippines , who
subject the contents of a home to a whole-scale migratory move.
Household items from bedrooms, a kitchen, a living room, bathroom
and laundr y are neatly packed into tight square shapes . These
exposed ‘bricks’ are then reassembled into a single large square
‘home-like’ structure. Of course, it is not a home. It is the items
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“ The Canley Vale lunch forum of fers a dynamic plat form for
examining the relationships bet ween ar t , politic s and the built
environment during presentations and dialogues between speakers
and members of the audience ,” says Dr Thomas Berghuis , an
expert on contemporary art in China and Asia and a post-doctoral
research associate at CCAP. “These interactions will be positioned
in relation to the idea of communit y, including its inhabiting of
space, place and locality, while exploring the juxtapositions between
people, practises, sites and situations,” he says, emphasising that

Concrete Culture takes an experimental, inventive and
cross-disciplinar y approach to curating ar t .
Barbara Messer
Co n c r e te C u ltu r e runs at I va n Dough ert y Gallery from 2 9 M ay to
5 J uly. Tick e t s to t h e r e s tau r a n t fo r um at B ach Da n g i n C a n l e y
Vale, on June 23, 2008, are available through the Biennale of Sydney

www.biennaleofsydney.com.au

opposite page A l f r e d o & I s a b e l A q u i l i z a n , Address, 2008, i n s t a l l a t i o n . P h o t o
cour tesy of the ar tists and Jan Manton Ar t , Brisbane.
Top left and right A l f r e d o & I s a b e l A q u i l i z a n , Address (detail) , 2008,
installation. Photo cour tesy of the ar tists and Jan Manton Ar t , Brisbane.

L i a m B e n s o n , Ophelia , 2006, P e g a s u s p r i n t .

This June, as international contemporar y ar t stars fly in for the
Biennale of Sydney and their work is installed at Sydney’s premiere
ar t venues, a trio of less salubrious galleries will present eleven
emerging and unrepresented artists in the Biennale-fringe event
SafARI 2008.

no doubt also reflective of the 2006 Biennale’s national public

These galleries, China Heights, Gaffa and MOP, are some of the
artist run initiatives (aka ARIs) that play a vital but largely unsung
contribution to Sydney and Australia’s contemporar y ar t scene.
MOP for one , its directors George and Ron Adams are proud to
s ay, h a s b e e n re sp o nsib l e fo r m a ny a r t i s t s h av i n g t h e ir f ir s t
solo exhibition.

the inclusion of Simon Cooper in the S.H. Er vin Galler y’s annual

program. New audiences were drawn to the ARIs, aided by maps
on the exhibition invitation, catalogue and website. Many of the
ar tists sold work and/or were curated into fur ther exhibitions as
a result of SafARI, and the advent of SafARI itself was noted by
review exhibition, The Year in Ar t .
Inspired by the strong response , Corsi and Farmer commenced
building the infrastructure for SafARI to continue to complement
future Biennales. In 2007, they established SafARI Initiatives Inc
and the SafARI Board, with the aim of extending SafARI’s resources

The participating artists, including

- Ron Adams
- Liam Benson
- Mark Brown
- David Capra
- Justin Cooper
- Timothy
- Kendall Edser
- Jessica Geron
- Lucas Grogan
- Chris Jones
- Saskia Pandji
- Sakti
- Luke thurgate

The Biennale slipstream

SafARI
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and net works beyond their initial curatorial par tnership, and, in
2008, SafARI is continued by Lisa Corsi as Curator and Elizabeth
Stanton as E xhibition and Sponsorship Manager.
The exhibition also provides oppor tunities for ar ts workers. For
Stanton, who has also under taken the COFA Master of Ar t
Administration degree , “ SafARI is an oppor tunit y to gain firsthand experience in ar t s management on a level that wouldn’ t
be possible in a larger organisation. Lisa and Margaret have
c re at e d a n o n g o i n g p ro j e c t t h at i s b ot h p rofe s si o n a l i n i t s
organisation and approach but also allows contributors to
nominate their area of interest and really go for it.” SafARI’s key
significance, she says, “is not only its contribution to Australia’s
artistic environment, but the way it works to create a long-lasting
awareness of the benefits of engaging with the work of emerging
artists and ARI venues. George and Ron Adams, who have been
involved in both SafARI 2006 and SafARI 2008, have found
personal satisfaction in “working with like-minded people, artists,
and curators at a time when the Sydney ar ts scene is at it ’s
highest level.” In their view, SafARI’s significance lies in the
benefits of exposure at that time.
With the majorit y of ar tists creating new work for the exhibition,

have been selected from a national call for submissions, and work in
media ranging from video and sound to drawing and performance.
U nl i ke t h e B i e nn a l e , t h e re i s n o ove r a rc hi n g t h e m e . Rat h e r,
explains the exhibition’s curator Lisa Corsi, “The ar tists are each
grappling with different issues and have demonstrated a sincere
and dedicated investigation.”

all involved feel a great sense of anticipation about the final

SafARI 2008 is the brainchild of Lisa Corsi and Margaret Farmer,
who co -founded and co - curated the firs t SafARI in 2006. Both
graduates from the College of Fine Ar ts (COFA) Master of Ar t
Adminis tration degree , the t wo firs t met in 2003 when Farmer
curated Terra Alterius : Land of Another as par t of her degree ,
and Corsi was Curatorial & Collections Manager at (the then)
Sherman Galleries, which represented several ar tists in Farmer’s
exhibition. Later, when discussing the 2004 Biennale of Sydney,
Isabel Carlos’s On Reason and Emotion , they decided to develop a
fringe exhibition that would leverage off the energy surrounding
the B iennale to provide insight into future prac tice and create
oppor tunities for all involved.

S a fARI 2008 runs from 12 – 2 9 J une 2008.
E x pect e x perimental an d e x uberant practice , an d as with any
safari , k eep your eyes peele d .

The Biennale slipstream proved a wild ride. SafARI 2006 presented
22 artists and Janet’s Truck (a mobile negotiated exhibition space)
across six ARIs, five in Sydney and one in Wollongong. Corsi and
Farmer realised the nascent exhibition had struck a chord when
they star ted fielding enquiries about par ticipating as a satellite
exhibition from galleries as far afield as Melbourne and Per th ;
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outcome of their collec tive expenditure of time and pa ssion .
From all this, “ the audience is the real winner,” says Corsi. “They
get to see the grassroots as well as la crème de la crème.”

Match Box Projects

Architect ’s visualisation for the New Himalayas Centre, P u d o n g D i s t r i c t , S h a n g h a i , C h i n a .

top left O l i ve r Wat t s , D e a t h a n d t h e
M a i d e n , 2006.
top middle Michael Kempson, Stoned, 2006.
top right Clemens Habicht, Be Still , 2006.
second row left Simon Cooper, Intelligent
S e r i e s , 2006.
second row right Helena Leslie, Shadow
Series , 2006.

It was while studying printmaking that Leanne became fascinated
with the humble matchstick, which became an interest that would
ultimately ignite the sister’s ambitious Match Box Projects. Given
a cla ss a ssignment to design a symbol of her identit y, Leanne
quickly settled on this motif because, she says, “It played on the
word ‘match’.

So energetic and
ambitious are
identical twin sisters

Leanne
and Naomi
Shedlezki,
it’s as if they have
cloned themselves
just to get more done.

third row Yukino Kohmoto, Running, 2006.
bottom Louis Pratt, New Classics, 2006,
Cour tesy Australian Galleries.

Identical twins are an identical blood match, but of

course are two different people. Matches also come in multiples,
they look the same but they’re not, every one is unique.” Leanne
also made a series of prints that appropriated the iconic Redheads
matchbox image , giving the famous cover girl a t win.
When the sisters discovered a book on the histor y of Japanese
matchbox design, it was as if Leanne’s passion for visual ar t had
collided with Naomi’s interest in Japanese culture . Soon af ter,
they decided to put their heads together, creating their ver y first
por table galler y. Installing it with Leanne’s matchstick inspired
ar t work and some Japanese matchboxes , the t wins toured the
suitcase around Circular Quay on Australia Day 2006.
Just t wo years on, having received the suppor t of an Ar ts NSW
Projects Grant, a NAVA Marketing Grant, and a Japan Foundation
New Visual Artists Grant, Match Box Projects have evolved into a
dozen internationally mobile suitcase galleries featuring the work
of more than 70 Australian and Japanese ar tists .

Relentlessly determined to get things moving, the pair have crafted
a series of clear perspex suitcases, packed them with art and hit
the road with their miniature travelling exhibitions. Titled the
Match Box Projects, Leanne explains that these suitcases “are
our artworks and we invite other artists and curators to work inside
the box”. Naomi adds, “We don’t see this as a curatorial role, but
rather a journey of exchange, and these other artists are all people
who we have exchanged with. We think their work is wonderful, and
we love to show other people how wonderful it is too.”

The Shedlezki sisters have now taken their por table ar t to more

For the past t wo years they have travelled with their suitcase
exhibitions throughout Australia and Japan, resourcefully combining
Leanne’s know-how as a practicing artist with Naomi’s exper tise
in tourism and education. Naomi explains, “ We both majored in
three units of ar t in high school so we shared that passion for
art, but then we went our separate ways.” Naomi went on to major
in Japanese and Asian culture at Macquarie University. She has
since “been everything from a head guide of a tourist agency in
Sydney, to working as a cultural education officer in Japan.”
Meanwhile, Leanne studied marketing and public relations before
completing a Bachelor of Fine Ar ts with Honours at the College
of Fine Ar ts (COFA).

point out a small drawing by Nobumaska Takahashi. Mirroring

traditional galler y spaces , installing the see-through suitcases
along with Naomi’s photographic documentation of their travels.
Most recently, they launched the Japan Foundation’s new visual
ar tist ’s project , called Facetnate ! with a display of their por table
galleries. Titled People to People, Place to Place: Australia Japan,
the exhibition showc a sed wor k by emerging a nd e s t ablished
ar tists , including COFA graduates Monika Behrens , Louis Prat t
and Simon Cooper. As their favourite work , the t wins excitedly
their passion for cross-cultural exchange , in this illustration, a
koala catches a ride on the back of a Japanese dragon, while a
Pac Man ghost waves Japanese and Australian flags in the air.
Domi nique Angeloro
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Big Steps  : Jessica Wang, Young Uni Grad Heads to China to Build an Art Museum
Taiwanese-born Jessica Wei-Hsuan Wang
was determined to be surrounded by
ever y thing except Chinese culture when
she moved to New Zealand at the age of
t welve. “ I wanted to speak fluent English
and be Westernised,” explains Wang. “When
it was time for universit y, I chose to study
Western Art History and English Literature
for my Bachelor degree.” A few years later,
while under taking her Master of Ar t
Administration at the College of Fine Ar ts
(COFA), Wang realised that there remains
a part of her still closely connected to Chinese
culture and Taiwan. She believes her first
awareness of this connection occurred
when she saw Chinese contemporary artist,
Xu Bing’s ar t work at the Asia-Pacific
Triennial. She says , “ I was deeply moved
by it . I think I know what he wants to say.
I think I understand it dif ferently to a
Western audience because of my Chinese
background.”
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Af ter experiencing this realisation, Wang

responsible for coordinating the building

devoted her time to finding out more about

and planning of a contemporary art museum

Chinese art. As part of her Master degree

within the Himalayas Centre , which when

thesis , she conducted research into how

completed in 2010 will include t wo hotels,

Chinese art is presented in Australia. After

a per forming ar ts venue , a shopping mall

graduating from COFA , Wang chose to

and creative of fice suites .

study Chinese ar t histor y and archaeology

The Centre wants to embody ancient Chinese

at the School of Oriental and African Studies,

philosophies in its environment, aiming to be

University of London. She was determined

a creative and cultural landmark in Shanghai.

to learn more about the complexit y and

Jessica is excited about her job and new

histor y of her cultural background.

home. She says that “it is a privilege and a

Three years ago, Wang moved to Shanghai,

once in a lifetime experience to be able to

a growing centre for Chinese contemporary

work with the top Chinese artists and to be part

ar t . She is now the manager of the Public

of the process of building an art museum.”

A r t D e p a r t m e nt at S h a n gh a i Ze n d a i

When asked what is the most exciting thing

Himalayas Company. As par t of her most

a b o u t wo r k i n g i n Chi n a , sh e re p l i e s ,

recent project, Wang will offer commissions

“ever y thing happens so quickly here. It ’s

to 15 established Chinese artists to produce

a place full of surprises .”

original pieces for a new enterprise called
t h e H i m a l aya s C e nt re i n P u d o n g , t h e
commercial district in Shanghai. She is also

Xuet i ng Z heng
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on canvas. Through the process of painting,
the canvas is animated and made alive, and the
viewer is drawn into the artwork. This makes
outsiders, at least in part, responsible for
the world of Jukurrpa,” says Biddle.
To better describe the synergies between art,
ceremony and song, Biddle, in 2007, published
a book analysing the work of female Warlpiri
artists titled, Breasts, Bodies, Canvas: Central
or Skin names to not only look at art, but to
become producers themselves. The challenge
is what Warlpiri art means for outsiders and
also how the students might, within appropriate
terms, paint Jukurrpa (Dreaming) themselves.”
Biddle has invited Rosie Napurrurla Tasman
and Molly Napurrurla Tasman, together with
translator Lynette Napangardi Tasman, to
travel from Central Australia to Sydney’s
Eastern Suburbs to demonstrate the tactility
of their painting to young primary school
students. Both artists paint ‘Dreamings’
associated with their land and ancestry using
intricate patterns, lines and dots, a process
that is intricately interwoven with other aspects
of Warlpiri culture such as body designs,
Jennifer Biddle at home . Photo Julia Charle s .

If you ask most non-indigenous Australians
to explain ‘Dreamings’ or ‘Skin names’, which
are central components of indigenous culture,
they’re likely to stare blankly or mutter a few
clumsy phrases about dreams, corroborees and
conception myths. Yet, despite the paucity of
knowledge regarding indigenous heritage,
there is one area in which non-indigenous
Australians are hungry to learn more - the
visual arts.
Anthropologist Jennifer Biddle, who joined
the Centre for Contemporary Arts and Politics
(CCAP) at the College of Fine Arts (COFA)
earlier this year as a research associate, is
eager to rectify the disconnect between art
appreciation and cultural understanding by
bringing talented Warlpiri artists to undertake an
artist in residency at Sydney Grammar School.
“I’m deeply committed to facilitating research
that promotes Aboriginal practices and values.
Politically and intellectually, it’s an important
endeavour to see how artists who have not
historically had access to the white education
system will instruct primary school students,”
says Biddle, who has been researching Warlpiri
language and culture for more than 20 years.
“The workshop at Sydney Grammar is an
innovative first in inviting traditional people to
teach in a mainstream, urban school. The crucial
question is how Warlpiri women will teach
children who don’t have their own Dreamings

ceremony, song and dance.
Biddle first became fascinated with Warlpiri
customs as a PhD student, when she tried to
establish a link between low literacy levels and
a strong visual heritage among Warlpiri people.
She is now one of Australia’s leading voices
on Warlpiri culture and language (which is
spoken by just 3,000 Warlpiri people) with a
particular interest in the growing popularity

Desert Art as Experience. The book was described
by ABC journalist Rex Butler as “one of the
most original and compelling books on
Aboriginal art” that may “actually enact a
revolution in Australian life and culture”.
“There is a burgeoning interest in Aboriginal
art, and although indigenous Australians
make up just five percent of the population,
they produce one of the highest selling
national products in the arts and cultural
sector,” says Biddle. Sadly, says Biddle, many
non-indigenous art buyers don’t fully
appreciate the cultural richness of the works
they buy from indigenous artists. They have
little notion of the concept of ‘Dreaming’, a
world that unites the material past with the
everyday manifest present, and underpins
the complexity of indigenous kinship, as
evidenced in the contemporary use of
‘Skin names’. The dreaming exerts a major
influence on the techniques, style and
subjects of Central Desert Aboriginal
artwork, yet is poorly understood by the
vast majority of non-indigenous people.
To enhance understanding of indigenous art,

of female indigenous artists.

Biddle is working on her second book, Buying

Examining her passion for Warlpiri artwork,

Aboriginal Art: A Beginner’s Guide, which

Biddle says, “Art can provide an immediate
sense of the complexity of Warlpiri culture.
When you see art from Central Australia
you’re hit by an incredible wave of animation,
vibrancy and colour - a textural density that
is completely mesmerising.”
Biddle’s research attempts to explain why
non-indigenous audiences respond so
viscerally to indigenous art, in particular art
by female Warlpiri artists. She believes the
tactile process of painting ‘Dreamings’ on

Jesse O’ Neill i n t h e l e t t e r p r e s s s t u d i o . P h o t o H a m i s h Ta - M é.

is applied to the body in Warlpiri culture, and
this is also evident in their application of paint

is scheduled to launch in early 2009. According
to Biddle, “The book will explain key historical
trends and art movements, which will be of
interest to people who wish to deepen their
appreciation of Aboriginal art as well as those
who wish to purchase it. I ask people to consider
what these images are beyond simply pretty
pictures. And, I also ask, what are the ethical
considerations that emerge when buying art,
such as, what percentage of money should
the artists and communities actually receive

bodies and canvas brings a vibrancy and

from the purchase price?”

emotiveness to their artwork that non-

The residency at Sydney Grammar is part of

indigenous audiences respond to intuitively.

CCAP’s mission to support and promote artists

Indigenous artwork can be understood not

while highlighting the contribution art makes

just as a visual experience, but also as physical

to cultural and political issues. Biddle is charged

and emotional affect. In this way, the impact

with developing the Centre’s indigenous

of Aboriginal art can extend beyond mere

and anthropological research strengths, while

aesthetic appreciation to the realm of politics

enhancing the role indigenous art plays both

and intellect where it rightfully belongs.

locally and globally.

“There’s an enormous tactility in how painting

Barbara Messer
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Historians and Iconoclasts
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letterpress studio

L

etterpress refers to the setting of
wood and metal type by hand,
essentially following the
methods employed by Johannes
Gutenberg when he invented the
printing press circa 1455. The
industry that developed from
this technolog y established
the language we use today to
describe many aspects of the
digital production of graphic design. Numerous debates about the
nature of type have raged over the past 550 years, and as a result,
historians of letterpress tend to celebrate the rule-based nature of
this form of typesetting. From their perspective, the craft of
laying out a page, letter by letter, provides a measure by which to
evaluate how closely the conventions of typography are adhered
to. Since William Morris, and the Arts and Crafts movement of the
mid to late 1800s, reintroduced traditional crafts as a protest against
industrialisation, centres of letterpress emerged in the United States,
for example the Minneapolis Centre of Book Arts, and the Royal College
of Art in the UK. In Australia, it has only been fairly recently that
historical groups have established printing museums, such as the
Penrith Printing Museum, established in 2001.

While iconoclasts share with historians an enthusiasm for the

The COFA Letterpress Studio, based at the College of Fine Arts in
Paddington, was developed so that local designers with a passion
for the history of printing and type can investigate the materials
of typography and book arts, correlating, for instance, the methods
of manufacture of paper and ink at the time at which a typeface was
originally designed. For example, bracketed serifs don’t mean much
if you’ve never considered how ink can become clogged in an
un-bracketed serif, or that the hardness of the metal used to cast type
affects the width of a serif. These tiny details might seem like the
preoccupations of an enthusiast, but they are actually quite practical
problems of typography.

computer can offer, technical skill with letterpress helps designers

language of typeface anatomy, they are more focussed on how the
kinaesthetic and physical nature of letterpress gives these apparently
abstract terms meaning. The smell of ink, the weight of the wood
and metal letters, the textures and patterns of words, and the ‘grey’ of
the text, for them present an entirely different experience of graphic
design. As well, iconoclasts celebrate the social contexts and effects
of printing, for example raising literacy levels during the 19th century,
or how books can be of a devotional, scientific or artistic nature.
Less interested in reviving a traditional craft, iconoclasts experiment
with low tech and high tech to reflect contemporary concerns.
One example of experimenting with high and low technology at
COFA, the Letterpress Studio is the design of letterforms using CAD
software for casting on a 3D printer. This year, designers in the
Studio plan to experiment with swapping letterforms for testing on
the proof presses. The aims are to test how typefaces can be both a
design and a technology, and to address the current focus on
post-digital technologies. Printing with experimental inks on
non-traditional materials, and creating books whose structures
compliment the narratives they contain, brings a new dimension to
the graphics media field. Understanding the conventions embedded
in digital software encourages a questioning approach to print
production. While much is made of the precision and control a
make sense of why programmes allow certain actions, but not others.

P a g e d e t a i l s s e l e c t e d f r o m Jesse O’ Neill’s h a n d p r i n t e d l e t t e r p r e s s b o o k . P h o t o s H a m i s h Ta - M é.

In- House L etterpress

Graphic design software is, after all, based on printing.
Jesse O’Neill’s Honours research into the history of letterpress in
Australia was awarded the inaugural Gordon Andrews Scholarship
from the Australian Graphic Design Association (AGDA) in 2006.
Taking the humorous phrase, the Printer’s Dozen (which only ever
amounted to 11) as a starting point, O’Neill has designed a limited
edition of printing colloquialisms collected during his research.
O’Neill’s current postgraduate research involves different approaches
to historical writing. He plans to present his findings at the Design
History conference in Tokyo in October this year.
It is the combination of perspectives and technologies that distinguishes
the COFA Letterpress Studio from more traditional letterpress facilities.
The Studio invites diverse approaches to designing typography,
layout, the materials of letterpress production, and the potentialities of
high and low technology. Through the physical 1:1 scale of letterpress,
graphic designers are more sensitive to how a printed poster or book
can be considered as an object. Ultimately, the hands-on experience of

Historical approaches to typography celebrate how letterpress
technology reconnects the language of typography with the things
that they were named after. For instance, the fact that the term ‘leading’
derived from the strips of lead that were inserted between lines of type
to create spaces between lines and paragraphs. Of equal concern, from
an historical perspective, is the increased number of decisions
letterpress requires a designer to make. Different combinations of
type, support and layout all prompt questions about how letters, words,
paragraphs, margins and pages relate to each other.

letterpress can provide opportunities to make sense of traditions, give a
tactile experience of typography, and experiment with conventions.

Katherine Moline
A P D F of Jesse O’Nei ll’s book can be d ownloa d e d from the
A G D A website www.agda.com.au

In contrast, iconoclastic designers, who like to challenge assumptions
based on precedent, explore how letterpress technology raises spatial
awareness of a letter, word, page, or book design beyond the spectral
screen of digital layout. When designers work with letters and spaces as
three-dimensional objects it prompts an almost sculptural rethinking
of typography and book design in its most tangible mode of production.
Letterpress makes all the spaces between the letters, the words, and
the paragraphs palpable. It raises awareness of the texture of the
words themselves.
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New Voice i n the Art World Claire Armstrong

Often arts writing in Australia is produced for two types of audiences –
a specialised readership consisting of people who work in an arts
related industry or who are artists themselves, and people who are
interested in purchasing art. However, as the contours of Australian
society change, measurable by increasing levels of education,
economic wellbeing, and labour force adjustments, so too should
our thinking on what art and creativity mean to society. Current
ABS data shows that in the last five years Australian cultural industries
have grown and more Australians (85% aged 15 years or older) are
taking part in art and cultural activities. Even in times of interest
rate rises, The Australian Art Market Report continues to show steady
growth in the sales of Australian art nationally and internationally.
In effect, more people are interested in art than ever before, and so
it should be asked, are existing forms of art writing in Australia
helping to fully engage new audiences?

artists, their lives and their art. All artist profiles would require

Current forms of arts writing in Australia include newspapers
columns, exhibition and auction-house catalogue essays, specialised
art magazines, literary art books and online art journals. Of this list,
the latter four are produced with targeted arts related audiences
in mind. The structure of the language in these publications tends
to be formal, non-personal and usually assumes pre-existing

about art,” she says, “is considerably more difficult than writing

knowledge of art and art histor y. A rguable only those articles
published in major newspapers offer arts writing to a wider audience.
While journalistic writing tends to be more accessible stylistically,
and deliberately self-contained (meaning a reader should not
have to look up concepts and quotes elsewhere to fully understand
the text), it is limited to one or two double page reviews of the visual
arts and a selection of catchy ‘what’s on’ exhibition notices in a
weekly supplement of each newspaper.

Claire Armstrong . P h o t o O l i v i a M a r t i n - M c G u i r e .

Often arts writing
in Australia is
produced for two
types of audiences
–
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If one were to assess the writing gap in the current art scene, it
would be this: a substantial, regular and affordable publication
about art (particularly the visual arts) geared at an intelligent
and appreciative, although not necessarily formally arts-trained
audience. Readers would be artists and designers as often as they
would be teachers, lawyers, economists, and other professionals.
The new magazine Art World has appeared to fill this niche. With
only two issues under its belt, and a third issue in the pipeline,
Art World has deliberately sought to break down the barricade to
high-end art, cutting-edge media art, and out-there performance
art, making these art forms not only accessible to a wider audience,
but exciting to witness and read about. At the same time, A rt
World makes the judgement that representatives from the wider
community, those people not directly working in the arts industry,
have an important role to play in the future of art in Australia
and that a wider bridge bet ween the art and non-art scenes
would benef it both.
Of course Art World is not so boring as to spell this out. “There’s
no assumption,” says Claire A rmstrong, the magazine’s editor
and graduate from the College of Fine Arts (COFA), “that people
‘know’ about art. The assumption is that they’re interested. Our
approach is smart, but not smart-arsed.”
The magazine’s owner and editor in chief, Steve Bush, has a business
and advertising background, but for the last 20 years has also
been interested in art, specifically the idea of producing a new type of
magazine about what art is and means. He decided Art World would
not be pitched to appeal to an exclusive arts community, nor
would it be tabloid or aimed at selling art to wealthy buyers. Its
stories would provide personal and f irst-person insights into

interviews by assigned writers and the ‘house’ writing style would
be clear, thoughtful, original, engaging, and non-academic.
Without specifically intending it, Bush seems to have resurrected
George Orwell’s rules of writing as set in his famous essay, Politics
and the English Language, wherein Orwell stressed the need to rid
one’s writing of stale metaphors, pretentious diction, meaningless
words, long passages, unnecessary operators and passive expression.
Anyone who has tried to uphold these rules knows how hard they
are to achieve. To write about art (or any subject) in intelligent
and simple language is a challenge. Even Armstrong, with her
background in Art Administration from COFA, and experience
as former editor of both A rt Asia Pacif ic and A rt & Australia,
was surprised when faced with this objective. “Writing clearly
a dense text.” The upshot of the extra effort, though, is a more
original piece, composed of clearly differentiated and precisely
worded segments.
A rt World is a glossy magazine about international art trends
published for Australian and New Zealand readers. The layout is
visually lush, which according to Armstrong, makes the publication
competitive in a saturated magazine market. The content of the
magazine upholds Bush and Armstrong’s belief that Aussie and
Kiwi artists are on par with their international counterparts. Issue
one of the magazine featured stories by and on major personalities
in art. Germaine Greer covered the elderly and unstoppable
Louise Bourgeois (think towering stainless steel and marble spider
that greets visitors at the Guggenheim Bilbao). Armstrong met
and wrote about ‘bad girl’ British artist Tracey Emin, who remains
as candid and open about personal issues as she was when she
made Everyone I Have Ever Slept With 1963 -1995. In addition, Fiona
Hall’s major survey at Sydney’s Museum of Contemporary Art,
Indigenous artist Chris Pease, and Cao Fei, whose art draws
inspiration from China’s “blooming subcultures”, were also featured.
A lthough the magazine is still new on the publications stands,
feedback to A rmstrong suggests that A rt World may be doing
more than f illing a gap in current arts writing in Australia. It
could also be signalling a social shift on thinking about art. The
first edition of the magazine sold out at several outlets in Sydney.
Readers from arts and non-arts backgrounds told A rmstrong
that they treated the magazine differently than other art and
cultural publications. Rather than selecting and reading only
specific articles that appealed to individual interests, they started
at the front and, as with fashion and design magazines, leafed
through every page, reading or scanning every article and image.
Armstrong should recognise a trend when she sees one. She was
in New York in 2002, editing Art Asia Pacific, just before the boom
in Chinese art. She met a range of now famous artists, including
Cai Guo-Qiang and Xu Bing, and understood immediately the
important role that magazines and journals could play in
generating vigorous dialogue about Asian art in the West. It’s
because of her that Art Asia Pacific was perfectly placed to activate
this dialogue in Australia.

perhaps more vital dialogue is under way – the one about the
value of art to all Australians.

Jo Bosben
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And it may be due, at least in part,

to Armstrong again, through her role at Art World, that another,

Desig n beyond Speedos Peter Travis

Peter Travis . Photo B rit t a Campion .

Design beyond
Speedos
The intersections of art and design, and those
of commerce and aesthetics, fashion and art,
and even education and production are often
seen as troubling, as necessitating compromises,
and concessions. Of course, the emergence of
design as a central discipline in many university
art schools around Australia (such as the College
of Fine Arts) has been part of a strengthening
dialogue between the these areas and concerns.
But there is much more to do and in this we can
learn a great deal from the extraordinarily
rich life and work of Peter Travis.
Since the immediate post-war period, Travis
has moved, seemingly effortlessly, between the
worlds of education, music, product and fashion
design, architecture and interior design,
painting, ceramics, geometry, and even kitemaking. Effortlessly, because wherever a chance
encounter in a coffee shop, a new job or the
opportunity to open a new design school took
Travis, he consistently demonstrated flair and
innovation, a deep understanding and love
of materials, forms and colours, and a strong
sense of the provocative. Travis can be seen
in many ways as the Australian art and design
world’s ‘Renaissance Man’. And, at a time when
this concept is increasingly being superceded
by ‘multitasking’ (an efficiency-driven concept
in which nothing is done well, since nothing is
done on its own), Travis’s broad knowledge and
concerns, his profound skills in making, and
his love for structure, order and pattern, all
bring him closer to the Renaissance ideal of the
well-rounded, fully engaged, ‘universal man’.

Peter Travis remembers, at three and a half,

the key characteristics of his way of working.

being introduced to macramé, a form of textile-

When asked by Speedo to re-create the overseas

making using knotted cord, by a neighbour

fashion of the time, Hawaiian-motif board

in Balgowlah on Sydney’s northern beaches.

shorts, Travis replied that ”The whole world

And falling in love, even at that age, with its

will have that. I will start with a costume you

rhythmic complexity, its nuanced repetitive

will swim in”. We see in this remark Travis’s

patterns, and its opportunities for innovation

concern to always create something fresh and

within repetition. Although Travis would move

innovative (“A good design makes fashion,

on to use many materials in his work over the

never follows it”), to create something that

next more than 75 years, this elemental

functions well, that was good design, and also

experience and passion has continued unabated.

his willingness to be provocative and even

Travis’s interest in pattern and structure led to
an interest in music, and initially he trained
at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music and
Sydney Teachers’ College to be a music teacher
and composer, walking every day from
Balgowlah to the Sydney CBD. But rather than
move into school teaching Travis took a job as
the girl’s wear buyer for Farmer’s department

controversial. The design of the Speedo, sitting
on the hips, not the waist, and cut high on the
thigh to maximise movement in the water, was
an immediate success, while also joining the
long list of things that have been subject to
attack by Australian ‘wowsers’; with the first
person to wear Travis’s design at Bondi Beach
being arrested by the beach inspector.

store in George Steet, Sydney. It was while

The peripatetic Travis soon left Speedo to

working at Farmer’s that Travis began designing

return to the National Art School, where he

children’s clothes. And by the mid 1950s, he

now turned his attention to ceramics while at

was studying industrial design at night at the

the same time establishing the Shillito-Travis

National Art School under Phyllis Shillito and

Design School with Phyllis Shillito, his earlier

founding Rumpus Sportsware, the first

teacher and mentor. For the next 20 years, Travis

teenage-focused clothing company in Australia.

taught colour in a course which rapidly expanded

Travis’s increasing reputation as a designer led
him to being offered the position of Head
Design for Phillips Electrical Industries and
then in 1959 as Fashion Director of Speedo
Holdings. It was at Speedo in 1960 that Travis

to a full-time, three-year program with many
hundreds of students. Characteristically, Travis
innovated with Australia’s only design and colour
course while also completing the first Ceramics
Certificate awarded by the National Art School.

made an enduring impact on the Australian

Travis’s engagement with ceramics proved to be

culture scene and also demonstrated some of

yet another turning point for an artist and
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designer who was always first of all, a maker.
His richly inventive ceramic works were
painstakingly constructed by hand building
where clay was cut, sliced, and manipulated
into the coil and slab assemblages. Some of the
works were made from the re-construction of
sliced segments of earlier thrown works,
allowing a new complexity and identity to
emerge, while Travis also often used stencils to
produce complex patterns and weavings on the
surfaces. Not surprisingly, Travis won a number
of awards for his extraordinary ceramic works,
including a Churchill Fellowship, membership
of the International Academy of Ceramics and
the Gold Medal at the Faenza International
Ceramic Competition. In addition, Travis also
taught through the 80s and into the 90s at COFA
in Ceramics and Design.
Travis’s story is always one of movement,
change and a willingness to take risks and
seize opportunities. A chance encounter in
1964 in a coffee shop led to an exhibition,
Colour Fieldwork, in the David Jones Art Gallery
(at a time when both major department stores
also had galleries) that reflected Travis’s lifelong
fascination with colour. But where Colour
Fieldwork was resolutely flat Travis began to
use fabric, which he quickly liberated from the
flat frame by making his works as kites. The
radicality of this gesture has yet to be fully
appreciated: the kite is not only a complex,
multivalent geometry, it also interplays with
the wind to swoop and move, to become an
ultimate kinetic sculpture. Travis’s fascination

led him to co-found the Festival of the Winds,
now held annually at Bondi Beach. His deep
understanding of colour allowed him to
produce kite structures that move even when
still. And from the early 1980s Travis began
to make kites as huge suspended forms. Since
then his work has been installed in numerous
buildings around the world, allowing his work
to finally emerge as complex colour geometries
which we don’t simply see, but almost inhabit.
Peter Travis’s life and work has a rich legacy
that reflects his own openness, curiosity and
passion, a passion that has broken down the
barriers of art, design, teaching and making.
As Travis has put it many times: “I am
passionate about design and colour. I do it all
with total commitment.”

Graham Forsyth

Gianna Farrell . P h o t o O l i v i a M a r t i n - M c G u i r e .

Drink,
talk, art.

Learning Warlpiri
Gianna Farrell

Originally from Philadelphia, Gianna Farrell first became fascinated with the Warlpiri
culture and Aboriginal art while doing a semester of her undergraduate study in Sydney
at Macquarie University in the area of visual anthropology. It was during this time that
she first met Jennifer Biddle who would become a Senior Research Fellow at the
College of Fine Arts (COFA) Centre for Contemporary Arts and Politics (CCAP) as well

Portfolio:
Six Contemporary artists
discuss their work

as Farrell’s PhD supervisor.
In August of 2007, Farrell returned to Australia to continue her studies in anthropology
and linguistics. Her PhD in anthropology is exploring the contemporary experience of
indigenous Australians, specifically the Warlpiri people of Lajamanu in the Northern
Territory’s Central Desert. Farrell is examining culture as it is experienced and expressed
through the physical body. In their paintings, she argues, Aboriginal artists are
expressing their daily cultural experiences as well as their ancestral stories. According
to Farrell, these artworks can be seen as an “embodied cultural product” and the body
is a vital site of culture. She argues that, “in the past, the body has been left out of
ethnography, and theory replaced people’s actual stories. Ethnography can be dry,
humourless, and bogged down in theory rather than that glorious messy, funny, painful
thing that is culture, that is life. What we feel matters, the body matters, affect matters,
because it is in the body that culture exists.”

Australian contemporary artists discuss their approach to art,
what influences them, and how they develop their work in this
series of invigorating talks. Afterwards each speaker will join the
audience for drinks and discussion.
11 June Simryn Gill

7 September Fiona Foley

16 July Samuel James

15 October Caroline Durré

20 August Angela Brennan 19 November David Stephenson

7pm-8pm talk, 8pm drinks

Through her research, Farrell is also exploring the ways in which the nation state is
embodied and enacted in remote indigenous communities. She is further interested in
the ways in which indigenous and white cultures collide and interact. She believes that
governmental rule is often more extreme in remote communities than in cities. She
explains that geographic distance leads to a lack of investment in officially sanctioned
laws and codes, which in turn can weaken the nation state’s power in these areas. The
nation state then responds by policing laws more rigorously. An example of this can be
seen in the Federal Government’s recent intervention in the Northern Territory, which
has placed restrictions on how indigenous populations conduct their daily lives.

single lectures
$25 Contempo members | $35 non-members

Contempo
There is more to art than just standing around looking. Contempo
is about doing. C ontemporar y ar t is exciting, dynamic and
unconventional. So is Contempo, the Ar t Galler y of New
South Wale s’s membership categor y de signed specifically
for people who want to get busy.
For the action-inclined ar t-lover, Contempo offers members
the chance to get their hands dir ty learning figure drawing,
collage, painting and photography with award winning ar tists
at discounted rate s.
Contempo likes to get out and have fun. Events help raise funds
to buy cutting edge ar tworks and range from cocktail par ties
to stimulating lecture s and visits to working ar tist’s studios.
Contempo members also receive the Galler y’s exclusive Look
magazine, free exhibition viewings, monthly tours and a wide
range of useful discounts.
For current Contempo events and workshop information go to
w w w.contempo.org.au
Don’t miss out, call (02) 9225 1878 to receive a $10 discount
on your Contempo membership exclusive to Incubate
readers. Quote privilege code CONINC 01*.

Understandably, an important part of Farrell’s research is fieldwork. Only a few weeks
after arriving at the CCAP, she found herself in Lajamanu where she was welcomed into
an Aboriginal family and given a traditional Aboriginal skin name. During this time
Farrell witnessed a festival known as ‘Milperri’ that celebrates women’s important roles
in the traditional initiation rites of boys.

Contempo Individual

1 yr - $99

3yr - $255

Contempo Joint 		

1 yr - $128

3yr - $344

*Offer ends 5pm 31/ 08 /2008. Applicable only on Contempo
single and joint membership. Phone only.

Several months on, Farrell is preparing to return to the Northern Territory for at least
a year. She talks excitedly about her extended fieldwork during which she will live with
her Aboriginal family, and learn to speak the local language. Her eyes light up at the
prospect and she says, “I’ve already begun to learn Walrpiri. I have a collection of children’s
picture books that I am beginning to read.”

Elizabeth Little
Gianna Farrell received an Australian P ost Gra duate Award in 20 07. Her PhD project
is currently untitled.
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above Paul a D awso n , Luminous Presence (det ail) , 2006.

i

In 1974, Paula Dawson included a hologram in a student sculpture
show in Melbourne and became the first artist to exhibit an example
of the medium in Australia. Three years later, her solo exhibition
in Melbourne (there was another show by George Git toes in
Sydney the same year) shared the distinc tion of being one of
the earliest solo holographic shows in this countr y. Bet ween
this time and the present day, Dawson has had ten solo holographic
exhibitions and has been represented in nearly fifty group shows
in many countries . In 20 09, her work will be the subject of a
major retrospective at Macquarie University and the Newcastle
Regional Galler y.
Paula Dawson is one of Australia’s best-known living artists, yet,
and here is the first of several paradoxes, her preferred medium,
holography, is still one of the least known forms of art. There are
many reasons why this might be so, and one is that holograms are
rarely exhibited. Although recent developments in holographic
technology have reduced production costs, the hologram is still
one of the most expensive ar t mediums to make and display.
Anxieties about public safet y, in the contex t of the power ful
lasers needed to replay the large transmission holograms, which
are Dawson’s speciality, although harmless low-powered lasers
are now increa singly ava ilable , have a lso inhibited ga llerie s
from showing them.
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A fur ther obstacle to the acceptance of holography in the ar t
communit y as more than a passing gimmick , has been the
pronouncements of influential critics, such as Jean Baudrillard,
Umberto Eco and Peter Fuller, who in the 1980s stigmatised it as
simply a medium of hyper-reality, without imaginative resonance.
Recent holograms by Chuck Close and James Turrell, especially
their exhibitions in New York in 2007, give the lie to this outdated
view, and Dawson too ha s charac teris tic ally confronted such
criticisms head-on. Her large monochrome transmission
holograms of interiors , such as There’s No Place Like Home
(1980), The Eidola Suite (1985), and To Absent Friends (1988),
with their high-definition accumulations of details over many
metres of vir tual depth, take the viewer precisely into a reverie
of the rapidly-vanishing past . As Peter Conrad obser ved
in his book , At Home in Australia (2003), of the holographic
installation There’s No Place Like Home, the “luminous, alluring,
insubstantial holographic house”, now in the National Galler y
at Canberra, is ‘ the apotheosis of suburban Australia”. He goes
on to add; “The occupants of this transparent house have melted
into air, leaving their coffee cups and newspapers behind them.
It was tact ful for them to disappear: we can populate the
cubicle with ghosts of our own.”
Another striking paradox in Dawson’s holographic work is the
use of advanced and ver y laborious technology to represent
essentially banal material, as the critic Ken Scarlet t put it
in 1990, “making the mundane miraculous”. This is a precise
aesthetic strategy. As Dawson herself explains, in the case of
There’s No Place Like Home, “ I used the familiarit y of banal
images to assist you in gaining access to the work, so immediately
you feel at ease with it . But just because you do feel at ease
with this image , you feel terrible because it ’s such a strange
thing – so immediately something’s wrong. I used the fact
that this was probably most people’s first confrontation with a
holographic image.”
Although her recent major works , Shadowy Figures (2003), and
Luminous Presence (2006), have come out of research projects
funded by the Australian Research Council, and discussed by
Dawson at international gatherings of scientists and technologists,
rather than in the contex t of ar t , she has moved steadily away
from the position of encouraging the usual viewer ’s technoquestion, “How? ”, towards expanding holography’s purely aesthetic
capacities. Some holograms have become full-colour, prepared
digitally with computer-graphic s sof t ware , and viewable in
white , rather than coherent monochrome laser light . And,
significantly, their impact depends much more intrinsically on
the viewer ’s movement : they are essentially interactive.

Luminous Presence , the exploration, almost unprecedented in
holographic ar t , of the atmospheric s of water, sun, rain, hail
and snow.
Movement implies time , and the capacit y to convey a sense of
time has been one of Dawson’s constant interests in holography.
She says, “I want viewers to daydream, to be drawn right up to
the picture plane so that they immerse themselves in the image.
I also want to present viewers with the psychological dilemma
that if the image is fixed, then it must be derived from the past
but , because of its scale , it appears ver y much to be in the
present .” This was true of the early, deep-space works, where
the scene stretches away behind the plate. In more recent ,
computer-graphic works , such as Luminous Presence, where
the image is partly in front of the plate, this ninety degree viewing
movement is replaced by a walk along the work , parallel to it ,
when the image is transformed.
As early as her 1985 installation, Look Here, Dawson has made
reference to Renaissance techniques and traditional Italian ar t ,
in this case a peepshow by Brunelleschi. Further, she has always
admired the B aroque architec ture of B orromini . B orromini
features in Luminous Presence, in that the plan and elevations
of the virtual space around the figures are based on his centrally
planned church, S . Ivo della Sapienza in Rome. This space ,
merely hinted at in the back of the final work, is clad in a mosaic
derived from another of Dawson’s works , Old Acquaintance
(2003), an aluminium foil mosaic on paper, itself inspired by
Italian mediaeval examples. Earlier holograms used motifs from
Giot to, Masaccio, Piero della Francesca and Leonardo da Vinci
for entirely holographic purposes , and their re-appearance in
this most advanced technology creates a power ful frisson.
Traditional Italian ar t is not the only extra-holographic reference
in Luminous Presence. Dawson was unhappy with the usual
rather rigid compositional vocabular y of holograms , usually
centring their subjects in a shallow space , and their smooth,
plastic -looking sur faces . In this work she has not only used
transparency to suggest , paradoxically, a living, breathing
presence, but she has also explored the conventions of framing
in movies, varying the virtual lens position to encourage emotional
engagement; using blur to achieve mystery, and a misty or smoky
frame, as she says, “to generate an ebullient energy in the space
surrounding the figures”.
Ebullient energy is the hallmark of Dawson’s continually evolving
holographic practice, as it is of her whole personality. No artist
has done more to confer flexibility of handling on this supremely
demanding medium, to turn it from being of largely technical
interest into the fully ar ticulated ar t medium it now is .

Dawson was trained as a dancer and movement has always been
one of her central preoccupations . Ever since her beginnings
as a sculptor, with the shock-waves and bubble-waves of the
gelignite works of the 1970s (some recorded in the 1982 Scot t
Hicks film , Women Ar tists of Australia ) , the dynamic s of
wave-phenomena , notably the wave-fronts of light that create
holograms, have fascinated her. Living at Bondi Beach, she is
confronted daily with the relentless activit y of sea and cloud,
and the play of light that shapes them into visionar y spectacle.
Nature at large has been an abiding stimulus in her work : the
charred bush in the Eidola Suite, the hundreds of frangipani
flowers in her Shrine of the Sacred Hear t , created for St Brigid’s
Church, Coogee in 1997 and, in the preparator y stages of
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Will Burdis a n d h i s p u p p y. P h o t o Ta ny a D y h i n

will

Cult Feature William Burdis

There is a scene in the cult Japanese manga, Ghost in the Shell 2:
Innocence , in which the protagonist Batou is briefly reunited with
his dog just prior to depar ting for the Far Nor th Frontier. The
query is posed, ‘Who will take care of the dog in Batou’s absence? ’

“You don’t know me, but how would you like to come and work at
Movie World on the Gold Coast? ” As it turns out , Burdis ended
up instead at Animal Logic in Sydney to work on the Oscar Award
winning film, Happy Feet .

The question is never answered. Instead the viewer is faced with
a tension of opposites that occurs repeatedly throughout the film.
B atou , a loner futuris tic cop ha s chosen for a companion an
af fectionate and high-maintenance Basset Hound. Batou, an
apparently distant and emotionless man, remains alive due
specifically to his emotional and psychic bond to a woman called
The Major. The distant qualities of the Batou character, which
makes it hard to identif y with him early in the film, are the same
qualities we take refuge in towards the end of the stor y.

The Ghost in the Shell film series has been selected by William
Burdis, lecturer at the College of Fine Arts (COFA), as one example
of valuable “realisation”. He’s referencing the achievement of
the films for their narrative, style, characters and concepts. Along
with the makers of the Matrix , who credit the Ghost films for
influencing the look , feel and premise of their trilogy, Burdis
believes the Ghost films provide a good basis for debate on
aesthetics and morals as much as they are simply good viewing.
He tells his students that it is this combination that makes the
Ghost films stand out , saying, “ you can learn from them as an
ar tist and as a person”.
Burdis has worked in the area of animation since the late 1990s,
which is long enough to have experienced the technological
transformation of the industr y. He star ted his career the day he
woke up in a council flat in South London and realised that if he
didn’ t get out as soon as possible , he never would. It was a
Tuesday, Media Education Supplement Day. He bought a copy of
The Guardian and responded to an ad for a multimedia course at
Cumbria Universit y, realising only later he had no idea where the
place was. His first animation was about an “older, retired, overweight”
super hero at tempting to put his cat out at night (produced ten
years before The Incredibles ). He sent a reel to Frame Store CFC,
which at the time was making Walking with Beasts . The head of
computer graphics, Andy Lomas, said he was interested in Burdis’s
st yle , and hired him.
Burdis’s introduction to productionstudio life was to “hot-desk” for a
month and “get a feel for all
area s”. From there , he s t ar ted
on Alice in Wonderland , t a sked
with turning Ben Kingsley ’s
character, Major Caterpillar, into
an explosion of butterflies. By the
end of his nex t film, Dinotopia (for which Burdis won an Emmy for
Best Special Feature), he had learned two things – that getting the
be s t re sult in digit al animation of ten require s implementing
old-fashioned drawing techniques, and that regardless of any one
animator’s gifts, long-format productions necessitate cooperative
and selfless team ef for t .
Burdis came to Australia because he had come to the end of a
number of major projects . He finished Alice , the Walking with
Beasts series, Troy, Harry Potter and had another epiphany. Standing
on top of a building, he could see every place where he had worked
since beginning his career. It was time for a second leaving. At
9am the next morning, Burdis received a call from a guy saying,

left V i d e o s t i l l : Alice in Wonderland
( T V ) , 1999, The Creature S hop for NBC.
top left V i d e o s t i l l f ro m : Harr y Pot ter ,
2007 Wa r n e r B ro s .
top right V i d e o s t i l l : Dinotopia
( T V miniseries) , 2002, H a l l m a r k
Ent e r t a i nm e nt .
middle Video still: Troy, 2004, Warner Bros.
bottom V i d e o s t i l l s : Happy Feet ,
2006, Wa r n e r B ro s .

Looking back , Burdis realises that he’s been privileged to work
with some of the world’s best ar tists and to be able to call these
people friends . He’s seen the industr y recycle itself – people
shif ting from one major studio production to another, again and
again. He’s also familiar with ‘burn-out’, a phenomenon he knows
is high, but also thinks could be af fected by personalit y. “Some
people manage ,” he says . “ They can work seven days a week ,
long hours , for months and sometimes years on end when the
work is on. And then they take breaks in between jobs. Others –
most – can’ t sustain this .”

Coming to COFA ha s been a big shif t for Burdis . Af ter years
of working in crowded studios , filled with hundreds of people
per forming dif ferent and highly specialised tasks to output one
major motion picture, Burdis is now helping students create works
that star t and end with themselves. He now fully appreciates the
difference between the “realisation” of a film by a studio production
house and the “realisation” of an animation by an individual .
S pecial ef fec t s splendour a side , Burdis says that by creating
your own work , “ the person – the maker – remains visible in the
ar t ”. For Burdis , this is one of the most enjoyable things about
teaching, “helping to bring alive that singular qualit y that makes
each student unique.”
Burdis works in a sparse and shared office at COFA. He has few
things on display that give an insight into him or his achievements.
At best , an obser ver might take note of a small collection of
DVDs including Howl’s Moving Castle , Pan’s Labyrinth, Final
Fantasy VII and Happy Feet . Pinned directly above his computer
is a solitar y poster of Batou, shown perched upon a metal tank .
In some weird way, it could be Burdis himself pausing to take
stock of his life , and always prepared for change.
Jo bosben
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Ross Harley. P h o t o M i l o s M a l i .

Ross Harley resurrection of video art

Ross Harley’s devotion to the world of high

working in the academic arena is one of

technology was interrupted by something

the reasons Harley was drawn to COFA .

life” almost without notice. The theme of

so simple it could not be ignored. He felt

Having previously taught media production

the project fits neatly with Harley’s focus

a circus of fleas with the spectacle of

at the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences,

at COFA, where he hopes to “work outwards

Brutus, “the strongest flea on earth”, pulling

UNSW, for almost ten years, Harley knew

to the rest of the world” using the dynamic

a locomotive that weighed 160,000 times

a good thing when he saw it . “COFA has

tools of the web to make the most of

his own body weight , had to be preser ved

always done really well at encouraging

international connections . The resources

for posterit y. Harley’s ambition to capture

creative practice as par t of research,” he

of the internet can be better used to keep in

on video the antics of Colombian artist cum

explains. “My work often mixes theory and

touch with students, to excite online discussion,

circus trainer (later wife) Maria Fernanda

practice together. So, to have them both

and to encourage publication of research

Cardoso, with her tiny trapeze ar tists and

as par t of my brief is fantastic .”

by audio and video format. For Ross Harley,

tightrope walkers , took ten years and

Harley ’s fascination with video as ar t

the possibilities online are as incredible as

brought recognition beyond expectation.

emerged during his formative years , in

a flea def ying gravit y on a trapeze.

“ Training a flea takes a long time ,” says
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the internet , it has “seeped into ever yday

Brisbane, while still at school. Video was

Harley, barely smiling.

then part of a new two-way traffic between

The entire installation of the world’s smallest

media and ar t , a discipline, which allowed

big top with its whimsical video (already

enthusiasts to make rather than just consume,

revealed to audiences at the New Museum

and for Harley, it was much more interesting

in New York, the Centre Georges Pompidou

than writing an essay while completing his

in Paris , the Edinburgh Festival and the

Bachelor of Ar ts at Griffith Universit y. He

Sydney Festival) has just been bought by

became engrossed in music , in the avant-

The Tate Modern in England; quite a tribute

garde ar t scene , and in student politic s .

given the impossibilit y of this ephemeral

Soon he was making small documentaries

ar t form. “ Fleas only live a couple of

and photographing live band performances,

months,” Harley explains. “It ’s very hard to

selling the stills “really cheaply ” to band

keep them well trained, and when they

members , some of whom became quite

travel around, it ’s ver y hard get ting them

famous (such as The Riptides) .

in and out of customs .”

Some of the videos of Harley’s early years

The flea circus has had a long tradition in

were collected in a DVD produced in 2002

Europe, but Harley was particularly interested

by the Museum of Contemporar y Ar t in

in how their prodigious performances might

Sydney. It is the star t of an archive that

be amplified for the media age . “ In the

documents the Sydney video-makers scene

19th Centur y,” says Harley, “people used

from the 1960s to the present day which

to sit around a table and look at the flea

Harley hopes to expand while working at

circus on the table top, and there had to

COFA . “ Video has been around since the

be a one-to-one correspondence between

70s but it hasn’ t died as an ar t form,” he

the fleas, the audience and the arena . We

says . “ In a way, it ’s just beginning to be

specially designed the screens, backdrops,

recognized. It ’s only in the last five years

banners and props (ladders with thimbles

or so that video art as a means of expression

of water, cannons and tightropes). We made

in the commercial art world has found a way

a video of the per formance and then

to exist and for people to make money selling

projected it onto large screens. It was years

editions of DVDs and installation works .”

of engineering. Ver y labor intensive.”

One of Harley’s new projects is Aviopolis ,

Af ter this introduction to the new head of

made with long-time friend and collaborator

Media Ar ts at the College of Fine Ar ts

Gillian Fuller. This thought-provoking survey

(COFA), it ’s hard to predict where a

of airport culture (in a book, website, DVD

conversation might lead. It would seem

and CD Rom) investigates how information,

that Associate Professor Harley is certainly

buildings , people and machines make up

no one-act wonder. He has plenty of other

a new urban form dominated by logistic s .

assignments to dissect : such as the Emu

“Airports to me are one of the most amazing

Wear project , which was staged at the
re-opening of the Casula Powerhouse.
This ongoing collaboration with Cardoso
(who makes the garments from emu feathers
to be worn by models) translates on video
as something of “a cross between a futurist
per formance and haute couture”. The
chance to create this kind of art while still

technological, cultural constructs that we
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have in contemporar y life. They show us
how people move incredibly rapidly and
smoothly through these big, architectural
people-processing machines,” he explains.

Aviopolis is highly representative of Harley’s
work in that it celebrates places of exchange
on a vast scale. Like his other great passion,

Anabel Dean
Ross Harley is the recipient of a 2007 V ice
Chancellor’s Award for Teaching Excellence.

Severed Head Tom Ellard

Tom Ellard, the newest full-time lecturer in the School
of Media Arts at the College of Fine Arts (COFA), has a
history. Before COFA, he made his name as a member of
the Australian sub-culture electronic music group
Severed Heads. Unfortunately for many fans, in early
2008, Ellard decided to “kill it” by removing himself
and metaphorically severing the group’s head.
Severed Heads began in the 1980s out of
what Ellard describes as his necessary “need
to express”. And subsequently, despite an
anti-mainstream attitude, “the most stupidly
named” group achieved success worldwide.
According to Ellard, the music produced was
“a montage of noise… antagonistic ,
repugnant and dif ficult ”.
Throughout his career in composing and
performing music, recording and scoring film
soundtracks, authoring DVDs and performing
live in video clips ; Ellard was highly
instrumental in pushing the boundaries of
elec tronic music . Early in his music
exploration, he used analogue equipment to
cut and splice tapes into remixes. Nowadays,
technological developments in sound editing
have made looping, sampling and remixing
less problematic, and Ellard is the first to note
how easy today’s digital musicians have it.

Tom Ellard. P h o t o Ta ny a D y h i n .

surprise then that he took great pleasure
in per forming at the ARIAs at The
Conser vatorium of Music on t wo laptops
whilst wearing a suit .
So why is a par ticipant in t wo Sydney
Biennales, an ARIA winner and a musician
who has had a track reach Australia’s top 20
char ts teaching at COFA? “It ’s a new
responsibilit y”, states Ellard, suggesting
that the commitment required in good
teaching is a wor thwhile ar t . “And,” he
adds , “ I am the video guy.”
Sarah Hetherington

Ellard maintains his own website (www.
tomellard.com), as well as www.sevcom.com,
the home of the now deceased Severed
Heads and he is concoc ting projec ts that
investigate “online worlds”, “the fetishisation
of physical objects”, and “music as design,
design as music”. For Ellard, a man
completely unfazed by fame, “art and music
are about destroying and creating”. It is no
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The Pink
Monochrome
Project

Scumbag

Dean has been painting and exhibiting abstract art for more than
20 years , and his current PhD research at the College of Fine
Ar ts (COFA) is a refinement of his years as both painter and ar t
historian. An exhibition of Dean’s work was recently on display
at Sydney’s ar tist-run showroom, Factor y 49, and four paintings
were hung in Bent Western at the Blacktown Arts Centre.
Historically monochromes have been viewed as the culmination
of modernist ar t , the reduc tion of painting to its purest form.
Dean is tr ying to open up the possibilities of the monochrome
by both working within its traditions and actively trying to subvert
them. He argues that abstraction is now exploring the realms of
subjectivity, and he is interested in examining themes of sexuality
and eroticism through his painting. And just how is he doing this?
Through the use of that most subjec tive of colours – pink .

Christopher Dean is thinking
about the colour pink and
talking about the history of
abstract painting. “Abstraction,”
he says, “is often considered to
be the most severe and difficult
form of painting.” Severe and
difficult are not words normally
associated with pink and its
connotations of femininity,
softness and alternative sexuality.
Pink is not a serious colour in
the same manner as red or black.
Yet pink is the colour that Dean
is exploring in his studio-based
PhD The Pink Monochrome
Project.

Dean uses pink in all its shades – from pale flesh pink, through
musk and salmon into the deeper hues of raspberry and magenta.
He works in the traditional media of oil on canvas , and his
paintings have a painterly textured surface. Earlier works included
elements of collage and incorporated objects such as underwear,
handbags , doilies , and felt let tering, all liberally coated in pink .
More recent works reflec t Dean’s interest in collec ting quotes
and random comments , such as his paintings titled There Are
Only Two Great Cities in the World Campbelltown and Rome
(2007) and Wasn’t Susan Gilmore a Famous Drag Queen? (2005).
Recent word-based paintings draw on both formal abstract
grids and the let tering of children’s alphabet blocks . These
are immediately about colour, shape and pat tern, with the
viewer required to actively decipher meaning behind words that
run together and across lines . When discussing these works ,
Dean reveals he was inspired by the poet Rudi Krausmann, and
talks about his own paintings as a “combination of abstraction
and concrete poetr y.”
Middle Age Hard Edged Abstractionist From St Marys Seeking
Same (20 07) was on show in Bent Western. In conjunction
with the exhibition, fellow ar tist Liam Benson organised a float ,
West in Show, for this year’s Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras.
Dean marched in the parade holding a placard inspired by his
painting – an unusual case of life imitating ar t !
E l i zabeth L ittle
Chris tophe r De an received an Australian P ostgraduate Award
in 2 0 0 5 to underta k e a P h D entitled T he P in k M onochrome
P ro j ect at C O FA U N S W.
above C h r i s t o p h e r D e a n , Middle Age Hard Edged Abstractionist From St Mar ys
Seeking Same , 2007.
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At some point in a person’s life, they will experience a feeling of
discomfor t or unease that can only come from bearing witness
to something which they were never meant to see. This feeling
of uneasiness can be found in the new body of work by College
of Fine Ar ts (COFA) graduate Ella Drey fus who is currently
undertaking her PhD in the School of Art. Her exhibition, Scumbag,
encapsulates the artist’s desire to reveal hidden truths and expose
the previously unseen and unspoken, a theme that underpins her
entire ar tistic practice.
Dreyfus majored in photography at COFA in the 1980s, a decision
that inadver tently saw her choosing bet ween her mother’s world
of tex tiles and her father ’s world of photography. Drey fus’s
earlier work focused on the body, in par ticular pregnant , aging,
transgender and adolescent bodies . These black and white
photographs, all of which are beautiful and confronting, stemmed
from the ar tist ’s own life experiences and her propensit y to step
over the line from comfor t to discomfor t .
This discomfiture was evident in the 1999 exhibition, Age and
Consent , which captured the aging body, naked and unabashed.
Despite the confrontational and challenging nature of this series
of work, Dreyfus insists that her projects are “a personal exploration
about looking where I’m not allowed to look and showing people
what I ’ve seen.”
Taking her investigation out of private lives and into the public
domain, Weight and Sea, 2005, the first of Dreyfus’s PhD shows,
relied on the par ticipation of the public to become the subject of
the work. By asking passers-by on Tamarama Beach to step onto
the scales and allow the general public to see what they weighed,
Drey fus took a ver y private act and exposed it for the world to
see. Reactions of shock, relief, embarrassment and horror were
recorded as par t of the work ; evidence of progression in the
ar tist ’s practice and her subtle move from t wo-dimensional
works of ar t into the realm of installation.
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This progression continues in Scumbag, an exhibition that saw
the ar tist hand-sew bright , colour ful let ters over the course of
one year. These let ters , which are approximately A4 in size , fit
together to form words and phrases that evoke deeper emotional
responses. The words provide an insight into internal dialogues
that expose the often hidden elements of trauma, abuse and pain.
Specifically alluding to childhood traumas , Drey fus insists that
Scumbag “isn’t about extreme behaviour. Rather it’s the revealing
of something commonplace that refers to those who are too
young to speak for themselves .”
There is an underlying and deliberate unease in Drey fus’s
phrases such as ‘ I forgive you ever y day ’ and ‘horrific’, both of
which subtly suggest emotional anguish. Punishing Silence, one
of three dipt ychs included in the exhibition, situates the phrase
within the “bland suburban-ness” of a cricket pitch and a bathroom.
Unlike Drey fus’s earlier work, it is the absence of the body that
gives her current colour photographs their poignancy. Despite
this absence , the language evokes a strong presence , a voice
or variet y of voices entering into what Drey fus terms the
“psychological realm”.
While there is a distinct progression from Drey fus’s earlier
photographic work to the tex tile based installation work in
Scumbag, a transition which greatly excites the artist, she clarifies,
“I’m still doing what I did earlier but in a very different way.” The
obvious question now is where will the ar tist go from here? With
post-PhD projects already in the pipeline, Ella Dreyfus will continue
to explore facets of the psychological and the transcendental
and aspires to “give people an experience of something beyond
their body ”.
Naomi Gall
above E l l a D r e y f u s , P u n i s h i n g S i l e n c e , d i p t y c h , 2008.

Jump
Even Hor ton’s audio projec ts are linked to sight . She says , “ My
sound ideas come from the visual ; the whole idea of objects
having sound, or colours having sound.” Along with her band,

The Artist
and His Weather
Crane
Allan Giddy

she is working on an album due for release in mid 2008.

left A l l a n G i d d y. P h o t o M i l o s M a l i .

Unsurprisingly she describes her music in visual terms saying ;

right A l l a n G i d d y, We a t h e r C r a n e , a t t h e A r m o r y i n
Sydney Olympic Park .

“ It ’s ver y filmic , the songs are lit tle stories .” And as expected,
there is an element of play fulness in Hor ton’s music. “It swings
a bit and it ’s a bit clunk y,” she says . “ It ’s like far ting, bubbling
instruments just kind of popping and squir ting. It sounds like
there are lit tle instruments in a room and they all have a life ;
they are kind of doing things and my voice carries the melody.”
Hor ton says with a smile that she began making music because,
compared to working with film, “ It was af fordable .” She is only
half joking. Like many emerging (and even established) ar tists ,
Horton has had to face the reality of needing a day job to support
her art ; the ongoing struggle to find a balance between time and
Lauren Horton sings and plays gigs with her band The Clockwork
Trumpets. In 2003 , she was awarded first class honours in
time-based-ar t from the College of Fine Ar ts (COFA) for her
interactive video installation titled A Mould for Play. This year
Hor ton has returned to COFA with an Australian Postgraduate
Award (APA) to under take research for a Media Ar ts Master
Degree on the social and cultural impact of the ubiquitous i-pod
and other por table music players . As a multi-talented, multiplatform artist, Horton is clearly obsessed with the notion of play
and its extended range of possibilities. But play, for Hor ton, isn’t
all fun and games .

money, creative work and paid work. Perhaps more to the point ,
Lauren Hor ton is multi-talented, and just can’ t help branching
out into different genres. As she says, “I’m a bit of a ‘Jack of all
trades’, I have to do lots of things… It keeps me alive ! ”
Tracey Clement
above L a u r e n H o r t o n i n c o l l a b o r a t i o n w i t h R e n e C h r i s t e n , Wo r ko u t , v i d e o s t i l l
f r o m a n i n t e r a c t i v e v i d e o i n s t a l l a t i o n , 2004.

Asked to describe her artwork, Horton explains, “There is something
funny about it .” By funny she means both funny-peculiar and
funny-ha ha ; Hor ton likes to injec t her humour with sinister
subtex ts . For example , A Mould for Play focuses on children’s
play, an activit y routinely viewed as carefree and innocent , but
Hor ton’s investigation highlights how playgrounds function as a
place for psychological training and social control. And her new
research will examine dislocation and disconnection as side effects
of being permanently plugged-in to a personal play-list .

and
Pump

In 2005, Horton received an Australia Council for the Arts Runway
Grant to present her A Mould for Play installation and thesis
at The Association of the Study of Play conference in Santa Fe,
New Mexico where it was well received by a respec ted and
highly specialised academic communit y. However, despite
this recognition, she is keen to point out that her artworks and
ongoing research “come from a visual perspective rather than
an academic perspective.”

Lauren Horton
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“It has to be outside, otherwise it’s no fun,”
muses public artist Allan Giddy reflectively.
Admiring a waterproof speaker in his office,
he makes a very convincing argument. But
the word ‘office’ is too mundane to capture
the complexity of Giddy’s space. With a mix
of high end electronic s , schematic s and
images of industrial ruins - it’s a place which
oozes the concerns of its occupant .
Giddy is a lecturer in the School of Ar t at
the College of Fine Arts (COFA) as well as
the founding director of the Environmental
Research Institute for Ar t (ERIA). Born in
New Zealand, Giddy is an established artist in
the Australian art scene whose eco-friendly
public ar t sees him in increasing demand
both locally and internationally.
Often using light as a material, Giddy’s work
creates transient relationships to place.
Weather Cranes is one such artwork, which
reinvigorates the dormant militar y cranes
at The Armory in Sydney Olympic Park. Using
analogue electronics, the cranes measure
humidit y and temperature on a hanging
system of colour responsive lights .
Environmental by nature, much of Giddy ’s
ar t is in a state of transition that invites
re-visitation and continual exploration of
the site.
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A sense of poetr y conceals the technical
minimalism of Giddy’s work, which favours
reliabilit y over wizardr y. Similarly, his use
of solar technology is practical as much it’s
sustainable. According to Giddy, his work
is simply “eco-friendly”, not to be mistaken
with “eco-friendliness .”
Working with ever expanding scale and
complexity, Giddy’s current projects form an
active relationship between geographically
remote sites. He also has several international
projects on the horizon, including one
sculpture whose unveiling is scheduled to
coincidence with the 2008 Olympics. This
work will feed live audio from a bustling
Beijing train station to the deserted Olympic
Park station in Homebush. The comparison
bet ween the mania of Beijing and the
desolation of the old Sydney Olympic site is a
lyrical one, as excited voices echo through
the otherwise deserted Homebush station.
Negotiating with engineers , of ficials ,
technicians and members of the public is
crucial to the realisation of any public arts
project . With much collaborative
experience , Giddy acknowledges the
importance of working with varied and often
non-art perspectives in the design process.
Encouraging dialogue across a variet y of

disciplines is increasingly impor tant in
understanding the relevance of
contemporar y ar t within a social contex t .
While working at COFA , this process of
collaboration has been a defining feature
of Giddy ’s research. One successful
collaboration has involved UNSW ’s Centre
of E xcellence for Advanced Silicon
Photovoltaic s and Photonic s , dubbed
Solarch. Researchers from the Centre
have provided invaluable technical input on
projects including Giddy’s Weather Cranes.
Solarch have become keen suppor ters of
Giddy ’s work , at testing to the impor tance
of such cross-disciplinar y collaborations
within contemporar y ar ts practice.
Crossing the fault lines between both UNSW
faculties and the wider public, Allan Giddy
is an ar tist whose work forges new
connections and continually ex tends the
boundaries of installation ar t .
Vaughan O’Connor

Plastic
Surgeons
Re-Skilled by an Artist
While many of the programs at the College of Fine Ar ts (COFA)
push the boundaries of ar tistic practice, there’s one course in
the drawing depar tment that sits on the cut ting-edge. Literally
occupying a place where art and science intersect, Michael Esson,
Director of the International Drawing Research Institute, runs art
workshops for plastic surgeons ; not so the doctors can become
bet ter ar tis t s , but so that they c an develop their ar tis tic skills
to become bet ter surgeons .

The
Taste of Race
Owen Leong

Courses have been of fered not only to senior plastic surgeons
at COFA, but also in Adelaide, Tasmania , and more recently to
80 trainee surgeons in Melbourne.
Titled The Ar t of Reconstruction, these three-day courses lead
students through a series of activities including craf ting a skull
from cardboard, clay modelling, life drawing and self-por traiture.
Esson says that the workshop brings a “new awareness to the
obser vational and perceptual skills of the surgeons. This, in turn,
is ver y useful in the pre and post-operative assessment , and in
general adds to the understanding of aesthetic considerations
that might be explored in the operating theatre.”
Esson is well-placed to make these observations, having watched

The human body is a vessel through which
ar tists have communicated for centuries .
College of Fine Arts (COFA) graduate Owen
Leong t ake s this prac tice to a new level
with his visceral and evoc ative wor k that
pre sent s the face and skin a s “sur face s
through which we engage and connect with
each other.” Investigating how the exterior
of the body ha s the c apacit y to tra nsmit
racial and social construc ts , Leong of ten
uses his own body as the “sur face across
which ar tistic and aesthetic engagements
take place.” The artist views the use of his
body in his work as a “natural ex tension”
of his ar tis tic exploration of the multifaceted human form.
Having exhibited both nationa lly a nd
internationally, Leong was recently selected
by Young Sun Han, curator of the Cit y Ar t
Rooms in New Zealand, to participate in the
group exhibition Reflecting Skin. Reflecting
Skin adopted the body and surface of the skin
as a starting point while activating ideas and
identities. Opening the City Art Rooms 2008

exhibition program, this show brought
together a range of international ar tists
whose wor k cons tr uc ted politic a l ,
per formative and formal investigations of
identity. In Leong’s video installation, Milk
Ring, the artist appears as a cyborg trapped
in a prison of white milk , his hands are
bound by a puzzle of honey from which he
breaks free. Reflecting Leong’s continuing
interest in issues of race, the milk and honey
in Milk Ring, when viewed aesthetically, can
be seen to perpetuate racial stereotypes of
‘white’ and ‘yellow’. The liquid nature of these
substances reflec ts the ar tist ’s desire to
explore the fluidity of identities and the way
we construct ourselves. This work was also
recently screened at the Shanghai Zendai
Museum of Modern Ar t in China .
This year, Leong will travel to Paris as an
artist-in-residence at the Moya Dyring Studio,
Cité Internationale des Ar ts , where he is
looking for ward to having the time to
research and develop a new series of video
works . To date , Leong’s ar tistic prac tice

has focused on “race and self por traiture
in video and photographic ar t . ” While in
Paris he will build upon this through the
study of the Dai Nippon collection of over
400 photographic works by contemporar y
Japa ne se ar tis t s , including Ya suma sa
Morimura and Nobuyoshi Araki.
At the time of this inter view, the ar tist had
recently made the move from Sydney to
Melbour ne to embrace the “ac tive and
vibrant” art and cultural life that exists there.
Now represented by Über Galler y, Leong
is excited by their philosophy of “ar t
unlimited”, seemingly ar t without borders.
B y d i re c t l y su p p o r t i n g c u t t i n g e d g e
experimental ar t practices, Über Galler y is
an ideal match for Leong, whose work will
continue to que s tion idea s of race and
identit y and blur the boundaries bet ween
the real and the fic tional.

surgeons at work while an artist-in-residence at Scotland’s Royal
College of Surgeons in 1993. It wa s in Edinburgh that he firs t
initiated some drawing classes for medical practitioners, inspired
by a similar course he had at tended in London. However, while
Esson had been impre ssed by the enthusia sm of the B ritish
course, he felt that the conceptual reach of the program could be
fur ther extended. “I thought I could bring some substance to the
process ,” he says , “and establish a course which would provide
ar tistic parallels to surgical procedures, and have direct benefits
for both surgeon and patient .”
His idea for developing a more rigorous workshop at COFA took
shape on his return to Sydney, with the suppor t of Michael Poole,
Professor of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery at the University
of New South Wales. The drawing and modelling workshop was
specifically designed with plastic surgeons in mind, and includes
a variet y of ar tistic tasks devised to focus on the 3D proper ties
and propor tions of the human face and figure. “Because I had
run these drawing courses in Edinburgh with the plastic surgeons,”
Esson explains, “and I had the oppor tunit y to view a number of
reconstructive operations, I had made some obser vations which
proved par ticularly useful for me in developing the course.”
The workshop particularly aims to refine the surgeon’s perception

Naomi Gall
Owen Leong will hold his first solo
e x hibition at Ü ber G allery in 2009.

– a nose , a mouth , an ear – and a sked to sculpt clay replic a s .
Interestingly, despite their experience in reconstructive surger y,
some of the students have been surprised by how much clay is
required in the craf ting of each facial contour. Esson has also
obser ved that the surgeons of ten work on their sculpture from a
single position , perhaps reflec ting their tendency to work on
patients from just one side of an operating table. This single
perspective approach often results in a “flattening” of their forms,
leading to works that are lacking in depth and volume. To counter
this, Esson says that he tries to encourage his students to firstly
look around the form and consider the positive and negative
spaces , and secondly, instead of tr ying to draw the form as an
outline , to construct the form as a 3D, spatial realit y.
In another t a sk , the surgeons are a sked to draw their own
reflection, one quadrant at a time, on separate sheets of paper,
before piecing their image back together again. Here, they are
forced to consider their face, fraction by fraction, extending their
awareness of the propor tions and asymmetr y of human features.
This process also flexes skills that are par ticularly useful in the
field of reconstructive facial surgery, where a surgeon might have
to recreate a person’s entire profile on the basis of just par t of
the remaining face.
While the tools and materials on hand in the workshop might be
worlds away from the operating theatre, Esson is convinced that
t h e a r t i s t i c p r a c t i c e s u t i l i se d i n t h e c o ur se t a p i nt o si mi l a r
perceptual abilities and disciplines to those used within the field
of plastic surger y. “I evaluate the par ticipants in the course, not
o n t h e ir a b i l i t y t o p ro du c e a l i ke n e s s , o r m a ke a n ‘at t r a c t i ve’
drawing, but rather on their visual curiosit y and understanding
of the technical and conceptual framework that we are engaged
wi t h . T here did se em to b e a c or re lat ion b et we en t hose who
skilfully embraced these new challenges and those who were
highly regarded as surgeons by their colleagues .”
The notion that the visual ar ts have much shared knowledge with
the science-based discipline of plastic surger y is also not so
surprising considering that the term ‘plastic’ is derived from the
Gre ek plastikos : to moul d . W hile some surge ons who have
participated in Esson’s course have gone on to become successful
visual artists in their own right, he notes, “that is not the intention.
The intention is always to do activities that are going to help the
par ticipants’ perceptual abilities and bet ter their understanding
and practice as surgeons .”

of 3D forms, sharpening their appreciation of space and volume.
In one t a sk , the surgeons are given moulds of facial feature s

Domi nique Angeloro
above C a r d b o a r d s c u l l s m a d e b y p l a s t i c s u r g e o n s p a r t i c i p a t i n g i n o n e o f M i ke
E s s o n’s s p e c i a l i s e d d r a w i n g p r o g r a m s .

above O w e n L e o n g , M i l k R i n g , s t i l l f r o m v i d e o i n s t a l l a t i o n .
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Stock
Specialisation in the area of ar t education is a unique aspect of
the degree programs offered at the College of Fine Ar ts (COFA).
Rather than undertaking a general teaching degree in one faculty,
and picking up a few ar t classes on another campus, COFA has
integrated these t wo streams of learning. As a result , graduates
from the College have a direct insight into the specific gains that

are made when a child learns in a visually creative environment .
It should come as no surprise then that graduates from COFA are
filling the teaching ranks of many high school ar t programs .
Burwood Girls High School is an excellent example. Working in the
Creative Ar ts Depar tment are three recent COFA Ar t Education
alumni, Vanessa Bellemore, Brett Cheshire and Hannah Chapman.
These young teachers are working under the direction of two other
COFA graduates , Claire Baillie and Michelle Kals , both of whom
under took the program when COFA was known as the Alexander
Mackie College of Advanced Education. Kals, who heads up teaching
in visual arts, design and new media at Burwood, acknowledges the
fresh energy that the new recruits bring to the School from COFA.
Bur wood Girls , located in Croydon, Sydney, is a comprehensive
and multicultural public high school that aims to educate more
than 1000 students, aged 12-18 years old, in a caring, supportive
and stimulating environment .
The Creative Ar ts Depar tment is an integral par t of the school’s
engaging curriculum, with class numbers and sizes growing each
year. The girls s tudying ar t are encouraged to be involved in
extension Higher School Cer tificate courses at the National Ar t
School, enter arts prizes and competitions as well as participate in
‘gifted and talented’ programmes, such as those run through UNSW.

May

the

Jennie Tate

E ach

day I cut diagonally across the COFA campus and
rejoice in the familiar scene of students and staff lingering,
chatting, drinking coffee and posing in the sunlight. I n
centre-stage is always P ushka, luxuriant red-brown fur,
stretching, curling, ever watchful for offerings of
food and affection. I n evening quiet, she is still there,
keeping watch near the single light – not in the
spotlight but near enough to be seen and to see. She is
waiting for her owner Jennie Tate.

I n t he la s t f i ve ye a r s , Ka ls says t hat t here have b e en “ma jor
d eve l o p m e nt s i n d i g i t a l m e d i a t e c hn o l o g y ” fo r t e a c hi n g a n d
this ha s ena b le d the scho ol to broaden a nd develop it s photo
m e d i a c u r r i c u l u m a s we l l a s i n i t i a t e t e l ev i si o n a n d v i d e o
produc tion classes .

The Creative Ar ts curriculum is based on the New South Wales
B o a r d of St u d i e s re c o m m e n d a t i o ns a n d m o d e l of t h e fo ur
c o n c e pt u a l f r a m ewo r ks : 1) t h e su b j e c t i ve , 2 ) t h e c ul t ur a l ,
3) the struc tural, and 4) the postmodern. However, this is not
prescriptive and within this framework , teachers are able to be
flexible and have a dynamic approach to what kinds of ar tist s’
work they explore. This year the program includes examination
of Tracey Emin and Michelle Ussher as par t of an investigation
into the female form. Recently Year 11 ar t students , under the
super vision of Chapman and Bellemore , went on an excursion
to the Museum of Contemporary Art, to a public symposium given
by Fiona Hall and the curators linked to the exhibition. Likewise,
other years have been able to visit the Archibald Prize and
Art Express exhibitions at the Art Gallery of New South Wales.
These t ypes of stimulating ar t tours which t ake place away
from the
classroom allow students to see exciting art and encourage them
to think and communicate on a higher level.

L ast

y e a r was a good y e a r for nationa lly accl a imed
costume and stage designer, postgraduate student
and part-time lecturer, Tate – it was her year to roar.
S he gave a lecture on her research before a critical
international audience in I zmir, T urkey, designed stage
and costumes for two operas, was invited to J apan to
the late film-maker, A kira Kurosawa’s home and saw the
cherry trees blossom. T hat was just the first half of the
year. I n the second half she worked on a film in Croatia,
was awarded an Australian A rts C ouncil Grant to make
her film and, her poetic, mythical constructions of
modern day T okyo were forming a unique and intriguing
research paper and series of collaged story-boards for
her M aster of Design ( Honours) at cofa.
Jenny,

with her red/orange hair, kilometres of scarves,
brilliant colours swirling in a vortex around her
blue eyes was often seen hurrying across the COFA
courtyard on her way to the editing suite and then
back to her orange terrace in L ittle N apier S treet, just
across from the courtyard. COFA was her backyard, her
playground and her centre for research. At dusk, when
the postgraduate students reclaim our faculty, Jennie
would exit left, return to her house and on the way
swoop down and swing P ushka over her shoulder to take
her home for delicious Dine.

The challenging contemporar y ar t program promoted by the
teachers at Bur wood Girls seems to be having a fur ther impact
on the s tudent s’ level of achievement . L a s t year, 35 Year 12
students took up the visual arts, visual design or photo media for
t he HS C , four gir ls were sho r t lis te d fo r A rt E x press a nd
f i ve students went on to study some form of creative or visual
ar ts at ter tiar y level.
D e sp i t e s o m e p i t f a l l s of t e a c hi n g a t a n a l l g i r l s hi g h sc h o o l ,
Chapman believes “ the rewards far out weigh the challenges .”
For her and her colleagues, encouraging and facilitating young
g i r l s t o b e “ r i c h l y e n g a g e d w i t h a r t , a n d t o m a ke d i sc ove r i e s
about the world” is incredibly fulfilling.

J ust

after C hristmas dear Jennie died and the loss was
felt not only at COFA and in the domestic dwellings
that make up our larger community, but also in the film
and theatre professions in Australia and across the
world. Jennie explored myth, poetry and the drama
that seeps into the lived experience of our constructed
environments and now perhaps, the exploration continues…

S arah Hetheri ngton

Take

Vaughan R ees

art teacher action
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august

june
June 1 – July 5

June 18

July 2 – August 3

August 4 - 8

August 23

Concrete Culture

Free Public Lecture , 10 : 30am - 2pm
Constellation 2 : Neither Here nor There

Solo Exhibition : K atherine Moline

Solo Exhibition : Fiona Fenech

Katherine Moline presents a solo exhibition that
experiments with feminism, representation and
mass production.

See works by artist Fiona Fenech.

Free Public Symposium : Colour in Art Revisiting 1919, 10 : 30 – 4pm

Concrete Culture examines relationships between
art and urban architecture.
Ivan Doug he r t y G alle ry

June 3
Free Public Lecture , 6 : 30 – 8pm
North and South : The Life and Times of
Anton Goya 1748-1828.

Professor Ian Howard, from the College of Fine Arts,
reveals the little know story of Goya’s twin
brother.
Colleg e of F ine Ar ts main lec ture
the atre ( EGO2 )

The Biennale of Sydney and the Centre for
Contemporar y Ar t & Politics present local and
international speakers including: Michael Taussig,
Darlene Johnson, Sam Durant, Brian Jungen, Nalini
Malani, William Kentridge, Susan Norrie, Anawana
Haloba, Sharmila Samant, Michael Rakowitz, Cathy
Busby, Jennifer Deger, Hetti Perkins, and Jill Bennett.
For enquiries contact the Biennale of Sydney
Web www.biennaleofsydney.com.au Phone (02) 9368 1411
Cock atoo Isl and

June 18 – September 7
Biennale of Sydney: Revolutions - Forms
That Turn

Yu ill Crowley G alle ry

July 5 – August 17
Solo exhibition : Cherine Fahd : Stage
Unstage : Photographs 2000-2007

The first ever survey exhibition of Fahd’s
photomedia work, including two massive outside
billboards.
Ha z e lhurs t Reg ional G alle ry and Ar ts
Ce ntre

Australian and international artists exhibit across
the city of Sydney.

July 10 – August 16

Exhibitors celebrate the gallery’s 10th Birthday.

For venue details see www.bos2008.com

Kudos G alle ry

June 23

June 3 – July 4

Event and Public Forum, 9 : 30am - 6 : 00pm
Concrete Culture : Extra/Ordinary Cities

Unimaginable, a collaboration between
the Centre for Contemporary Art & Politics,
iCinema and ZKM Centre for Art and Media
(Germany), investigates redefined notions of
the ‘unbelievable’ and includes works by Susan
Norrie, Dennis Del Favero, Korpys/Löffler and
Peter Weibel.

June 3 – 14
Kudos to Kudos Past and present

Nothing Changes, Changes Every thing :
Mark Titmarsh and Justin Trendall

An exhibition of painting, installation, printmaking
and video.
UTS G alle ry

June 9 - 13
Solo Exhibition : Vanilla Netto

Vanilla Netto, Winner of the 2006 Citigroup
Photographic Portrait Prize (shown in conjunction
with the Archibald Prize), presents her most recent
photographic work.
COFA space G alle ry

June 11
Drinks and viewing at Sullivan & Strumpf
Fine Art, 6-8 pm, (exclusive to COFA Alumni)

The Biennale of Sydney together with the Casula
Powerhouse and the Centre for Contemporary
Art & Politics present an all day event, including
lunch at Bach Dang restaurant in Cabramatta and
drinks.
Book with the Biennale of Sydney www.bos2008.com
$25 + $10 bus fare if required.
Ca sul a Powe r house
Ivan Doug he r t y G alle ry

Unimaginable

Ivan Doug he r t y G alle ry

Rug Up

This unique exhibition features textile student
work selected by Designer Rugs for exhibition
and production.

Underbelly

July 22 - 26
New Typologies

Check out the latest in furniture design by COFA
Design students.
Kudos G alle ry

July 26 - August 31

Bookings Katy Fitzgerald
Email: alumni@cofa.unsw.edu.au Phone: (02) 9385 0699

Cairns To The Cape : A Photographic
Journey

until June 15

july

Design Now !

July 1 – 5

This national design graduate exhibition features
winning work by Sian Power who took out the ‘Design
for the Home’ award.

Shadows of the City

Ob j ec t G alle ry

June 17 - 28
Ebony Desu

This exhibition features works of mixed-media on
paper by Ebony Bizys.
Kudos G alle ry

June 18 – July 11
Solo Exhibition : Sorry

Artist-in-residence at the Centre for Contemporary
Art and Politics (CCAP), Cathy Busby, presents her
exhibition titled Sorr y exploring ideas concerning
public apology, remorse and retribution.
COFA space G alle ry

Photography works by Danella Bennett, Evan
Brooks, Pero Kolak and Natalie Stonestreet
investigating the impact society has on the urban
landscape.
Kudos G alle ry

July 2
Concrete Culture : Biennale of Sydney
Talk , 6-8pm ( exclusive to COFA Alumni)

Artists from Concrete Culture discuss their work
and a representative from the Biennale of Sydney
places the show in the context of this year’s
theme, Revolutions – Forms that Turn.
Bookings Katy Fitzgerald
Email: alumni@cofa.unsw.edu.au Phone: (02) 9385 0699
Ivan Doug he r t y G alle ry

Anna Kristensen showcases her paintings
inspired by a trip to Germany.
COFA space G alle ry

August 12 - 23
Dislocation

This annual exhibition explores cultural diversity.
Kudos G alle ry

August 13 - 30
Solo Exhibition : Brett East

Key note speaker Daniel Thomas, one of
Australia’s most respected art world figures, and
a panel of curators, artists, art historians and
art collectors, discuss issues surrounding the
exhibitions Colour in Art and Ralph Balson.
Colleg e of F ine Ar ts ,
Main Lec ture The atre ( EG 02 )

August 23
‘8’ Reunion (Exclusive COFA Alumni Event)
7pm

Did you graduate from COFA, or one of its earlier
incarnations, in 68, 78, 88, 98 or 08? If so, it’s
time to enjoy a reunion specifically for you.
Bookings Katy Fitzgerald
Email: alumni@cofa.unsw.edu.au Phone: (02) 9385 0699
Colleg e of F ine Ar ts campus

Contemporary Australian artist shows his digital
prints.

August 26 – September 6

G alle ry 9

Dissonance

August 14 – September 6

This annual exhibition run by the COFA Women’s
Collective explores how feminist theory has been
utilised in contemporary art practice.

Roslyn Oxley9 G alle ry

Kudos G alle ry

Cair ns Reg ional G alle ry
Corner Abbott & Shields St, Cairns, QLD,
Phone ( 07) 4046 4800
Car r iag eWork s
245 Wilson St, Eveleigh / Redfern
Phone ( 02) 8571 9099
COFA space G alle ry
COFA Campus, E Block,
Corner of Ox ford St & Greens Rd, Paddington,
Phone ( 02) 9385 0684
G alle ry 9
9 Darley St, Darlinghurst,
Phone ( 02) 9380 9909
Ha zelhurst Regional Gallery and Arts centre
782 Kingsway, Gymea,
Phone ( 02) 8536 5700
Ivan Doug he r t y g alle ry
COFA Campus,
Selw yn St, Paddington,
Phone ( 02) 9385 0726
Kudos G alle ry
6 Napier St, Paddington,
Phone ( 02) 9326 0034

August 15

Ob j ec t G alle ry

Free Public Symposium :
Unimaginable 1-5 pm

417 Bourke St, Surr y Hills,
Phone ( 02) 9361 4511

Presented by the CCAP, iCinema and ZKM
Germany in conjunction with the Unimaginable
exhibition. Speakers including Jill Bennett,
Jennifer Biddle, Paul Patton and Terry Smith
discuss redefined notions of the unbelievable.
Ivan Doug he r t y G alle ry

A private viewing of Marc de Jong’s exhibition.

Sullivan + Strumpf F ine Ar t

Solo Exhibition : Anna Kristensen

Harry Newel presents sculptures, photographs
and drawings questioning arrangement and
organisation.

July 21 - 25

COFA space G alle ry

Carriag eWor k s

August 11 - 15

Solo Exhibition : Harry Newel

June 30 – July 13
Sydney artists undertake a public-access
residency, culminating in an unpredictable
collection of performance, music, digital media
and art installations.

COFA space G alle ry

Ar t G alle ry of New South Wale s
Ar t Galler y Rd, The Domain, Sydney,
Phone ( 02) 9225 1700

August 18 - 22

Roslyn Oxley9 G alle ry
8 Soudan Lane, Paddington,
Phone ( 02) 9331 1919
Sullivan + Strumpf F ine Ar t
44 Gurner Street
Paddington NSW 2021

Sculpture , Performance and Installation

Yu ill Crowley G alle ry

This solo exhibition features photographic works
by Nathan David Kelly.

First year uni students offer a new perspective on
sculpture, performance and installation.

5th Floor, 4-14 Foster St, Surr y Hills,
Phone ( 02) 9211 6383

Cair ns Reg ional G alle ry

COFA space G alle ry

Until July 27

August 22 – September 27

Adam Cullen : Let’s Get Lost

Colour in Art - Revisiting 1919

This not-to-be-missed survey exhibition features
early and recent works by cheeky Aussie painter
with a dark heart, Adam Cullen.

In 1919, Sydney painters Roland Wakelin and
Roy de Maistre held their landmark show: Colour
in Ar t . The 2008 exhibition revisits their ground
breaking ‘colour-music’ theory experiments, based
on de Maistre’s correlation between musical notes
and the colour spectrum. While artists in Europe
were formulating similar theories, neither Wakelin
or de Maistre had travelled overseas. Colour
in Ar t – Revisiting 1919 pays tribute to these
Australian innovators.

Ar t G alle ry of New South Wale s

July 28 – August 1
Solo Exhibition : Janet Chan

This graduation show features the artwork of
Janet Chan.
COFA space G alle ry

Ivan Doug he r t y G alle ry

July 29 – August 2
Hello Sandwich

This exhibition features of works by the Hello
Sandwich artists collective.
Kudos G alle ry

56 / winter 08

winter 08 / 57

UTS G alle ry
Level 4, 702 Harris St, Ultimo,
Phone ( 02) 9514 1652

Stay in the Loop
The COFA Alumni Association is building a strong and vibrant community
between UNSW, COFA and its worldwide graduates. The Association offers a
diverse program that supports on-going professional development and learning.
Upcoming Alumni events

Alumni Community

Sullivan and Strumpf Gallery (private viewing)
11 June, 6pm - 8pm
View the pop-culture inspired paintings of Marc De Jong and
learn about collecting art from the gallery directors.

The COFA online Alumni Community is a great way to generate
forums and keep in touch with other alumni. It also provides a
place to find out about upcoming events and promote your own
work within your own personal portfolio.
To join visit www.cofa.unsw.edu.au/alumni/

concrete culture (artists talk)
2 July, 6pm - 8pm
Hear academics, artists, and architects involved in the exhibition
Concrete Culture, and the curator of the Biennale of Sydney speak
on this year’s Biennale theme, ‘Revolutions – Forms That Turn’.
8 is enough

If you have changed your contact details, please let us know via
the above website or by email alumni@cofa.unsw.edu.au
Bookings and Event Information
Katy Fitzgerald
Email: alumni@cofa.unsw.edu.au Phone: (02) 9385 0699

23 August, 7pm
Did you graduate from COFA in ‘68, ‘78, ‘88, ‘98 or ‘08?
Time for a reunion. Come celebrate with us.
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If you are interested in finding out more about these graduates from the College of Fine Arts and their work, let us know. Email: incubate@cofa.unsw.edu.au
1 Del Kathr yn Bar ton, Call of the Wild III , 2007,
Cour tesy of the Ar tist and Kaliman Galler y
(Sydney) and Karen Woodbur y ( Melbourne)
2 John-Henr y Pajak, Knife, fork, spoon , 2007.
3 A my Dunlop, Demolition , 2007.
4 Hiro L ai , Ba sket Stool (det ail) , 2007.
5 Feifei Feng , Go Ar t Distric t ( B eijing ,
China) (det ail) , 2007.
6 Sian Power, Hidden Nature: Tree (detail) , 2007.

7

Janet Laurence, Carbon Hear t (detail) ,
2008, P hoto by S aul Steed .
8 L achlan A nthony, Marriage , 2007.
9 Nike Sav vas, Atomic : In Full Sunlight
(detail) , 2008, photo by Ian Hobbs. Courtesy
of Casula Powerhouse .
10 Daniel Dittmar, Extra Cheesse (detail) , 2007.
11 Jesse O’Neill, Hand printed letterpress book
(det ail) , 2008. P hotos Hamish Ta- Mé .

12
13
14
15

Claire Armstrong. Photo Olivia Martin-McGuire.
Peter Travis . P hoto B rit t a Campion .
Gianna Farrell. Photo Olivia Martin-McGuire.
Paula Dawson, Luminous Presence (detail) ,
2006.
16 Maria Capussela , Which One? 2007.
17 Christopher Dean, Middle Age Hard Edged
Abstractionist From St Mar ys Seeking
Same , 2007.

18 Ella Dreyfus, Punishing Silence , diptych, 2008.
19 Lauren Hor ton in collaboration with Rene
Christen, Workout , video still from an
interactive video ins t allation , 2004.
2 0 Owen Leong, Milk Ring , still from video
installation.
21 Amy Dunlop, Urban Redevelopment #3 , 2007.
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Finsbury Green

In 2004, Finsbury Green became Australia’s first carbon-neutral printer. Finsbury
Green is also certified by the Forest Stewardship Council (FSC).
Cove r 250gsm Monz a S atin Rec ycled
			

Te xt 115gsm Monz a S atin Rec ycled
120gsm Ecos t ar (100% rec ycled paper)

